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" The O m e n  being Iull of unfathomable water 
does not require any more; likewise a Yogi 
being full of infinite bliss does not 
require any worldly enjoyment " 
A q u c n c e  o f  surface pigment images of the 1980 phytoplankton spring bloom 
on the Grand &mk of Newfoundland was derived from the Nimbus-7 Coastal Zone Color 
scanner (CZCS). This data set is augmented with b siru observations o f  physical and 
biological data to examine spatial and temporal variability o f  the surface pigment fields. 
The sateilia imagery suggests considerable temporal and sp31ial variahilily in  surface 
ehlomphyll eancentratimr acres the priod of investigation. htterns in near-surface 
pign~ent mneentrationo w r e  associated with the evolution of the spring bloom. 
A semi-empirical model, which is in  pan physiologicaliy bawd, is w n t e d  
which utilizes integal ehlomphyll (IC), phciosynthetically available radiation (PAR) and 
light absorption by chlorophyll to predict integral pmdunion (IP). A preliminwy 
armmen1 of the relationohip between sea-surface temperature (SST), water mlumn 
stability (VS), integral chlomphyll (IC), and remote smsing optical depth (llK490) 
allows the dewlqment of another model based on ssondary vsrlables Lo predict integnl 
pmdwtion (IP). Sirnulmnaneous assimilation of sea surface temperamre and optical degth 
into one madel for predicting integral chlorophyll demonstrates the usefulness and need 
for a therml channel in future wean color wnsar. 
Water mlumn light utilization index, J, varies searonally over the Grand Banks 
ad cannot be treated m a  eonstvlt in primary pmductian models. M m  valw of & 
showed a twofold to sixfold variation fmm spring through summer. A shin in distribution 
of normalized quantum yield (i.e. &./+A Lowards lower values in the upper 20m 
augsested frequent occurrence o f  light saturation. 
Chlorophyll determined fmm sltdlite Imagery in used to calculate the depth- 
inlegrated pigmmlmntent of lhe euphalic m e .  This value. dong with ammpvlcd value 
of ehlomphyll-rpecilic ems section and computed values of quantum yield. am used in 
an algnilhm developed lo p d i c l  annual pmduclian on the Grand B I n b  of 
Newfounaand. Adjunment ofthe phytoplankton physiological paramans war nmlsary 
to lake !msoml varialion in10 accmt. Mean primary pmdurlion mmpulaf fmm the 
algorithm w 194 g C m' yr' which mmpered well wilh the man  shipboard mcrsured 
value o f  186 g C m.z yr', 
The work p-nled in thin thesis represn*i n significant advance Tor the synoptic 
derription ofoeernography in Ihs Newfoundland arcrand pmvides bewlins i n f m l i o n .  
for mid-lalitude cold acsanr, of ur in pigment refrievnl and produclion eslimatim from 
the propa%l wean color m w r  (Sea'AsiFS) when il bsomer available in 1993. Tk 
study gives CZCS-derived pmduclim mtimles which am similar and rraronlble in 
mmparimn to the k w  olhcr such sludies which haw been carried w t  in thc Paci~ie and 
Atlantic e n s .  
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CHAPlER 1. REMOTE SENSING 
AS AN OCEANOGRAPHIC TOOL 
1.1 The need for retnote sensing 
Psimation of wean primary pmductivity and an increased vndcntanding of thc 
pmesser mntmlting marine - ?emhemica1 cycling on regional to global scalealcs have 
been a major goal of mean sciencw ^rOFS, 1984). Shipderived oeranographic data 
sets are insufficient to address questions an process affceting tho distribution of 
biological and physical pmpenies on regional scalcs. Optical malumments fmm 
satellites provide information at temporal and spatial a l e s  alesot possible wilh traditional 
in sir" weamgraphic campaigns. 
Pioneering w o b  on remate sensing of algal pigmen& (ClarLe el sl.. 1970) 
pmvided -%raphers with their first opparmn!ty to make synoptic m a p  of algal 
biomass hom aircrafl. Converting ther  static measurements of algal biomass to rates 
of primary pmduction bas been the subject of much r e m h  that prcdales shlomphyll 
nmote sensing by more than a decade (Ryther and Ymtsch, 1957). With the advmt of 
satellite remote sensing to -timate pigment mnwtration, the modflling of primary 
2 
pmduction over large wales has taken on a mewed interest. 
Remotely msed radiometric data, such as t h m  fmm Le Coastal b e  Mlat  
Smnc r  (CLCS), which apemled IntermittRltIy during the pmicd 1978-1986, have k e n  
used for synoptic mawing of algal pigments within the upper layer (fint attenuation 
length) ofthc *can. Futureoperational wnson such as SeaWiFS (SeaWiFS. 1987) are 
expeeled Lo offer more complete mvwage. Archived CZCS data can Len be used b3 
validale models for deriving primary pmduetion and iU associaled carbon fluxal a global 
scale (Plat and Salhyendmnth, 1988; Kvring ef 01.. 1990). 
Whcn phyloplplankton are abundanl, as in L e  highly pmducliveeoaslal zones, heir 
spatial distribution varies greatly. Suims overestimation or underestimation of mean 
flytoplanklanabun&nceeancasily molt  fmm rhipboadaswssmat bsaumofcompler 
and rapidly changing spatial patterns. Satellie remote sensing Isme of the few tmis that 
allows ~ o g n p h e r r  Loauesr phytopbktondistridutim~noplieally in regions of high 
spatial variability (Perry. 19%). Satcllile mururemenb when combined efficiently with 
in sir" oblervations, can help significantly in estimating pmductim on eontinenla1 shelves 
and in understanding the p m w  IhM m l m l  the spatial and temporal dishibution of 
pmduaion (Walrh and Diekrle. 1988). 
Site&lic algorilhrns ean be u d  lo transform chlomphyll maps obtained fmm 
wean color s.mmn to nlapr of p r i : ~  pmduclion (Mod  and And*, 1591: P-d err 
"1.. 1592). This site speeilicity Is due, ammg h e r  things, to changes In the species 
composition of me phytaplanklw and in Uldr adaptive state, which r w l t  in variation of 
3 
physiological rerponxr such as light absorption capabilily (Brieaud n of.. 1988) and 
maximum quanlum yield for gmwtb (Cleveland a of.. 1989). 'Ibe u s  of any pmductia! 
model reslam panmeteriralionofLecsnenlid physiological revpanus of phyloplankm. 
This necepsitates the adaplalion of gmenl  pmduclion mdcir lo the regional or lml 
conditions Iha apply in d i f fmnl  partr of the wold -n (Morel and Andre, 1991). 
13 S m e  potentiml applicatlans 
1.2.1 M ~ O S E L ? ~  pmce51es 
As in L e  application of AVHRR (Advanced Very High Redulion Radiomcler) 
data far estimating sen surface tempemure, CZCS dab analysis focused initially on 
eomparilon of a few images to fieldob~ervaionr. Extensive comparisons belwecn CZCS 
imagery and in sir" observation are reporled by McCiain n of. (1984) who usd 
phyfopiankton as a passive tracer lo study water circulation in Ule South Allantic Bight. 
Similarly sequences of both AVHRR and CZCS data have been uwd lo study circulation 
palterns and plumes (Amone and La Violelu. 1986; Dcuxr er 01.. 1988; Mucllcr-Knrgcr 
el 01.. 1988). 
Rsently, re-h on longer time wr ia  fmm the CZCS has increased due lo the 
bcttm availability o f  t h e  data. 'Ibe first synoptic views of & evolution of the spring 
bloom using CZCS on the U.S. east -1 were offered by Bmwn el of., (198% who 
dm provided an estimate of primary pmduclivily fmm the CZCS pigmenl informalion. 
CZCS data have ban used to ertimale characurirlic timeand spice a l e s  in L c  wasla1 
4 
mean wish and Diemle. 1988). Estimation of patch sires C(ader a nl., 1987) and 
emlation of spalid scales within an upuzlling region (Abbott and Zion, 1987) are 
among Mhn studies that receive pdcuiiculu attention. One unusual application of Ur 
Czcs has been lo study biological and physical p m -  in Lake Michigan (Martimer, 
1988). Although the study found that the p m m w  of "yellow substances" mumic 
rubrlmwr) and suspended sedimenu interfend with pigmenl rrvienl, it was still 
pcrrihle lo obtain useful information on whole-lzke dynamics. (The lerm 'retrieval" is 
used in the remote sensing literalute lo signify obtaining pigment information from the 
total signal mwd by the satellite mmr using image pmcessing techniques). 
1.2.2 Large-seek PWCI 
CZCS data have alw, hen ussd in observing and quantifying large-scale 
pmesses in the m a .  With CZC3 data h o m i n g  more teadily available, the sNdy of 
large-scale p-ser h z  -me simplv. Feldman et 01. (1984) observed dramatic 
changes in pigment arncenlration in the astern tropical Pacific in reJp0n.w la the 1982- 
1983 El Nifio. Longer time series of CZCS data have been used in Le North Atlantic 
lo infer pmductivily rater fmm tempnl changcr in phymplankton abundance (Campbell. 
1989). S m s l  pmgrersion of pigment in relation lo upper ocean forcing is reported 
by McClain n 01. (1990). Biologid or physical mupling of data has used to sNdy 
the phytoplankton response to spring tmsition. Thomas and Strub (1989) &served 
considerable interannual variability in phymplankt q abundance, and atbibuled il to the 
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nature o f  nulrimt flux induced by wind miring andlor upwelling. 
S e v d  workers have studied L e  relationships b e t m  pigmnl patlcmr, boltom 
lopography and Rcumnt features in e l laed imaga (8anle and Wiltenburg Fay. 1986; 
Pelaer and MeOauran. 1986). Canperirons with hydrographic data suggest lhal nulrint 
pallems and circulation play an impartan1 mle in maintaining these fealuru. 
A relationship belween wind forcing and pigment determid using empirical 
onhogwnl funelions (EOF) analysis ~uggeJted acaupling exirls bclwan pigmcnl pt lem 
and forcing by wind rtrers curl (Abbolt and Bsrkrdale, 1991). Similar r ludin of 
circulatwn pa lms  using ocean color suggests fluctuation in river discharge as Ihe 
dominant soure of pigment variability near the m r t  (Barale el el. 1984: 1986). 
Most mearch efforts wilh CZCS have faeured on phyloplanklon pigment. but 
wrme swdies have exploited the CZCS capbilily l o  pmduce maps o f  Ihc diffwe 
allsnualion mefieient a 490 nm (K490). Data fmm the 490 nm chmncl have mainly 
been used to characterize optical proplies (Barale and Trees, 1987) in the NWh 
A lh t i e  and North Pacific, and for defining bio-oplical provinces (Muelicr md Langc. 
1989) of the Nonheast Paclc. 
Using the argument that phyloplankwn pigment mncmlration i s  an indicator of 
fwd abundance, CZCS images have bem used in rweral studies of fish disuibutianr. 
Aggngations ofalbacore have been indicaled by  g d  fish r a L ~  nearcolor or SST (ya 
surface temperahre) boundaries (Laun sal . ,  1984). 
W i n - d e  models ofpmcases in the Dcean have bccn dwelopd and wrnperrd 
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to CZCS imagery. A simple, twodimensional model of mixing, nuVienU, 
phyqlankton, a d  rwplanklan was developed by Wmblewski (1989) to describe the 
spring blmm i n  the Nonh Atlantic. The model repmduces some o f  the g m s  fcahlru 
san in  the CZCS imagery, although extension of this model tomver b e  reaswsi cycle 
indienm th t  the model must include horimtal cirmiation since many ob-ed fcatum 
do not a m  in the model output. 
Programs such as the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study, JGOFS (1988), and the 
Inlcrnational Gmrpherr-Biorphere Pmgramm, IGBP (1988), are directed towards the 
dclermination o f  the lime-wrying flux of carbon (and associated dementa) i n  the world 
-n. Year-ta-y"': fluelvdians in the primary pmduction of coastal emsystems are 
well known, although rarely documented sysmarically. The principal conrtrainls i ic in  
sampling intensity nrulling from s+%tipatial, temporal, and economic limitations of using 
ships, w r ings .  and driften. 
1.2.3 Coemlirhophom hi-s 
C-lilhophores have long bem rsognised ss the principle wse o f  'white- 
wm" conditions. Availability of satellite imagery i n  the visible wavebands from 
LANDSAT(1hemlie mappr), CZCS, and AVHRR hareaidedin resolving the &and 
frcqueney of there blooms (Holligul er of., 1983). Coemlithopham mnlribute to high 
reflectance (up la 25% of the incident light) in open ocean and coastal waten, a fact 
which makes their identifieation easy m %atcllite images. The main c a w  o f  this high 
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reflectance has hem atltibuled to backscattering by detached mceolilhr as oppaed m 
whole cells moliigan er 01.. 1983; Briieaud and Mod, 1986; Balch d of., 198%). 
The c ~ l i l h o p h o r e  htilianla hmfeyi (Uhm) (Clan Prymnesiophy-) is 
lhwght lo be the most abundant calfifying organism an eanh (Wulhmk rr aL. 1985). 
Thedisltibution of E. hmleyiin surhce warns lends a ma!& lhat in the sediments. The 
oeeumce of hlmm-forming E. hlulryi has been cepned from tmpical to sub-aretic 
regions of the Atlantic. Caemlithophores succeed diatoms aver time during increasing 
stabilization of the water column and depletion of surface nutrients (Maryicf, 1978). 
Aput fmm emlog id  interests, recent attention on eoemiilhs has foeused an their role 
in global hiogecehemical cycles. Cmoliths form a major eampanent of tho pelagic 
calcareous sedimenls in the world cceas ,  and the determination of lheir rate of 
downwanl flux is a matter of much c u m 1  attention. 
SNdies in the Gulfaf Maine indicate lhsl coecalithophsre blooms can represat 
z significant penurbation at fairly large scales and can dramatically alter the optical 
propties of the water column. Therefore, e-Iilhr induce lldre in remote sensing 
algorithms which depend otl the blue to gnen ratio for pigmenl resiwal. Oplieal 
pmpeder indicate that the man1 m m t e  melhod to eslimate roeeolilh mmllat ion vlo 
remote aensing is Lo measure warn-leaving radian- in the g m  wavebands (Bslch et 
01.. 1991). 
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1.3 Precisian and arruney of CZCS Pswent estimates 
It is clear that a high-sensitivity sensor such as the CZCS is w f u l  in retrieving 
tino phytoplankton pigment content of the mnn over large scales. Under optimal 
mditians, precision of the retrieved pigment data is about 30%. The mtellife- 
estimated values are wilhin k 0 . 3  log,, (pigment) under more typical conditions (Gordon 
el of., 1983a), and lhe scatter tends to be worn at extremely low and high pigment 
values (Bmwn R oL, 1985). 
R e  accuracy of pigment refrieval depends on estimates of atmospheric efieem 
which are required for cornting imagety. This is impomt as 8C-90% of the signal 
detected by he CZCS originates in theatmosphme. The basio CZCS algorithms (Gordon 
el a!., 1983a; Gordon and Mmel, 1983) amme that Raylcigh scstMng (scatmiaing from 
the air molecules) can be separated fmm semsol scallering (scattering fmm panicles 
suspended in the air). The Rayleigh component has been easier m estimate lhan the 
aemrol mmponent. The latter m vary greatly on small temporal and spatial scales. 
Afler atmospheric corntion has been Qken cm of, the water-leaving radiance 
must be mnverted into estimates of phytoplanklmpigment mnmvarion thmugh theone 
of biwoptical algorithms. Complications ran result in bio-optical algorithms due to Ule 
presence of corrolilhophores, allhough Gordon el 01. (1988) dewtibe a model that will 
allow retrieval of pigment conanmion in BE presence of these organisms. 
Pnrlher refinement of biwoptical algorithms is d-,bed by Morel (1988) and 
Sathyendmath n 01. (1989). Their work is extremely relevant to the future design of 
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sensors with higher s p t r a l  resolution. Thw wnlors may beable to separan theeffects 
of various materials that affect the optical properlies of the ocean. Therefore, due to tho 
prerence of varying amounts of suspended material in the water colomn and problems 
misted with latitudinal differenaa in pigment retrieval (including atmaspheric affects). 
legionally Jpecific algorithms are likely m prlorm baler than algorithms employing 
connant global prvameon for almospheric conMion pmesdum. 
1.4 Need for algorithm developnent 
As more sensitive sensors M launched, it is cssenlial that algorithm development 
continue. Experience with the CZCS has indicated that a continning program of 
t h m g h  calibration is nefessary in diverse oceanic situations. The original CZCS bio- 
optical algorillims wen dominated by mcasuremenls made in waters mund the U.S.; 
fuare sensors must have calibralion or validation pmgrams lhal collect biooplieal dab 
from .a larger variety of water types and arras (Abbot1 and Chelton, 1991). 
Pigment Mrieval at high lalilud~ has rseived panicular attention: howvs.  
algorithms may not work eficiently at large solar m i *  angles without including the 
effects of multiple Rayleigh rcattrring (Gordon el 01.. 1983a). &pericnce fmm tho 
Bning Sea sugguls that a regionally-specific algorithm is likely to be requid there for 
pigment retrieval (Mueiler-Karger s a!., 1990). 
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1.4.1 hlpiricol vnw physiologic(11 ~ I g o n ' l h  
Primary production models fallintotwo types: empiricaland physiological mercy, 
1986). Empirical models simply form regressians kt- primary production and 
various mvironmentai variables. Physiological models, on the atha hand, are dBived 
fmm first principles based on npnimmtal or theoretical understanding of the 
mechanisms involved. Physiological models may rely on regression technique3 a some 
point to enimate certain panmeters, for usmpie nuhiat saturation foefficients, but the 
degree to which various p m c e w  ate included explicitly in the mcdel vs simple 
panmeterimtion af the pmeess diffemtiater beween a physiological and empirical 
appmach. Semizmpirical algorithms utiiim a combination of empirically derived 
relationships (site-specific) along with physiological parameters Lo predict primary 
produnion (Balch el ol., 1989b; P m d  el ol., 1992). A balaneed appmach is necessary 
to dcide if the inclusiml of a physiological process impmves the model predictions 
enough to weigh against the utility and comprehendon of a simpler model (with fewer 
variables). A physiological model may not necessarily perform Mter than an empirical 
model in predictingpmduction beeaukof seasonal Mliability in model panmeters W c h  
cr at., 1989b). Therefore, there is no reawn to overlmk empirical appmeches simply 
&use they an less ms~hanistic. 
Empirical relationships to predict primary production have shown considerable 
scatter both seasonally and regionally (Eppley el of., 1985). Much of the variability in 
pigment or production relationships appears Lo be related to light hismry. Thus, most 
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physiological moddo use information an incident light, phytoplanMm absorplim, and 
qWNm efiiciency to estimate gmwlh rates of phytoplankton. 
Thephatwynthetic yield parameter has aim b m  found tobecritical in impmving 
pmduction models (Balch et 01.. 198% Campbell and O'Reilly. 1988). Mosl -ken 
agree on the importance o f  incident light. They agree that funher research is qui red 
in lheanal of l ightabqt ion and utilizatim by phytoplankton and theeffocls of vcnical 
variation in phytoplanlrton mmtrat ion.  
1.4.2 Irnpon~ce ofsecondoty wrfables 
I n i w  models to predict primary pmduction relied on pigment, light absorption 
and imident light in the wafer column. All three factors are related and foeus on thc 
light-harvesting capacity o f  phymplankmn. Seamnal variability in thcse faclon i n d d  
mnriderable scalter in lhe nlationrhips used for predicting primary pduetion. 
loformation concerning olher variables such as ~ c s  urfece temprature, when used in 
cewin models (Balch ei al., 198%), mulled in a reduction in lhe variability. The 
possibility of using other ramndary variables such as the diffuse attennation eoclflcient 
(K490), water column stability, and lhe depth of the mixed layer in primary production 
models b ids  promise. This matter will be examined more fully in  Chapter 4. 
1.5 Algorithm development and technique 
The sensitivity of the CZCS u n d e m t  a mmpler degradation over timethat war 
dependent on wavelenglh. The CZCS Jenvlr w l e d  for a much longer priod than 
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erpedcd; Berefore, the degradation funetion had lo be refonnulaled w e e l  times 
(Gordon s d. 198%; Mueller, 1985). This was impamt  as the algorithms for 
ehlomphyll retrieval impmved. Originally only the 443 nm channel was used for basic 
allbration. aher channels were later included in the calibration functim. ln-water 
opliul properties were ur fu l  for the falibration schemeandcould achiwetheacculleien 
necessary in algorithms for pigment revieval (Gordon, 1987). 
Saturation of CZCS sensor amplifiers o v a  bright targels such as land and douds 
was yet another problem h t  cormpled algorithms. This phenomenon was described as 
"ringing" and acloud masking corntion algorithm was impiemendd by Mueller (1988). 
The most impartant change in the basic C u S  atmospheric corntion algorithm 
has bem the inclusion of multiple Rayldgh scdltering (Gordon a a/., 198%). As CZCS 
atmospheric cometion algorithms bsamefurther mfmed, i t  beumeneces~ary toaeeount 
for Ihe actual values of atmospheric pressure and mml aone concentration, rather than 
relying on climatolological averages (And6 and Morel, 1989). 
Morel (1988) and SathyendranaB ef 01. (1989a) aim at wing bio-optical models 
in  Case 2 waters (those waters for which the inorganic and/or organic sediments malte 
an i m a m t  or dominantwntributim lo Be optical pmpr[ies: Morel andPrieur (15'i7), 
where significant eontaminntion of nnrchlomphyllcus matcrial may mist. The presence 
of yellow substance contributes to noise in bio-optical algorithms, neeesitating regiod 
knowledge of water pm@er (Carder el oL, 1986; 1989). 
Phytoplankton BemseIves contribute s final complication in respect lo hhaptical 
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algarithms. Accuracy of CZCS pigment nUievnlr dqxndn stmngly on phytoplankton 
spier ,  composition W c h  crol., 19891). P m e c  of cawlithophorer, can caurc large 
m m  In pigment estimates (see S m i m  1.2.3). Dinoflagellates which exhibit w n i d  
migration can aim complicate cornparims be- in dm m d  satellite data unless the 
two data sa an coincident. 
The CZCS a s s  the weighted-avenge of pigment to one atlauation Isnglh, 
which is appmrimatcly equal to the 37% light level depth. Salhycndmtit and Plat1 
(1989) rvgge~t hat the knowledge of vertical pmfiler of pigment conantmioionr fmm a 
few locations should be sultieient lo rehiwe pigment concentration for tho whole image. 
Kitchen and Zanevdd (1990) suggent that Salhyendranath and Pialt's assumption of a 
monomnic dependace of backaltering of chlomphyll may not be an appropriate 
approach. 
Although the CZCS data have pmblemr, they a n  esentialty no different than 
thow found in m y  large, in rlru. data m which also have their own calibration and 
algmithmpmblems (Abbou and Ct.lton, 1991). Therefore, regional knowledgoof water 
pmpat iu and Id mlibration f n  site-rpecifio bia-optical algorithm dcvelopmcnl is 
1.6 Remote Sensing on the Gmnd BsnLI 
1.6.1 77ze sudy arm and purpose 
The Grand Banb is a cold, mid-latitude mim of the norlhwst Atlantic Ocean 
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that is plagued by cloud md fog, and w h m  large solar mit i t  angler mmplicate satellite 
data praeuing. Conwqumtly, very IitUcatkntion has been devoted to satellite remote 
~ I n g  in thir region. llnn has been no published scientific l i temre in thir regad f a  
the Grand Banks, despite the fact that them an important questions of oceanography and 
lirhaies (e.g. Helbig el a!., 1992) that muld be add& with remote renoing dab. 
Therefore, there has been an immediate need to investigate theuse ofocean mlar remote 
sensing and to develop derpscifie algo"thms for estimating primary pduetion in this 
region. 
The p u v  of my thesis is to investigate the potential and availability of ocean 
mlor data f a  sstellite remote wnring in the Grand Ba&n region, and in panicular to 
develop approaches and algorithms that might bc useful for calculating primary 
pmduction there. Previous ship-to-satellite bioqtical dibntions have been prformed 
in warm-water law and mid-latitude U.S. d =ions. Shipb-satellite calibrations 
have been very rare in mld ocean regions in general, and there have bgn no previous 
attempts to derive these on the G m d  Banks. Therefore, a calibration exercise was an 
important first step to satellite pigment mrievpl beforealgorithms for primary pmduction 
muld be dwloped. 
1.6.2 Approach and a n m p r i o ~  
Recognizing the need for synoptic obwrvations of he kind poJJible fmm 
satellites. I have soughi to develop some models and relationships for predicting primary 
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pmdunion fmm satellite detectable chlaophyll, bad uclwively on data nvailablc fer 
the G m d  Banks. In so doing, I have relied on established p W i w  in remw sensing, 
md have followed in theplhof  data analyses p-ri!xd for the Nonh Atlantic ad Mha 
oceanic regions (e.g. Campbell and O'Reilly. 1988: Morel, 1991). Por the mmt put. 
the thesis has m l  dealt with theoretical mallem, but has dealt directly with que~timr of 
bmad applicability, for example the urumed eansLvlcy of certain paramaers in remote 
sensing algorithms. 
Shipbaard cbservalions am seldom coincident with satellite ObScmBons. 
However, I was very fonunate to have -r to a comprehensive s t  of shipbeard data 
for use in my sateliite datacalibration and model development. The shipboard dab were 
mllected as a part of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) survey doneon theGrand 
Banks during 198b81 for Mobii Oil Canada Limited as preparation for the Hibernia 
deveiopment. The raw data were mllecled and collated by Dr. J.T. Hollibaugh, now 
at San P rmc im Slate University. When Dr. Hollibaugh came to Memorial as a Visiling 
Scholar, I had the chance b talk to him about my interests, and he subsequet~lly very 
ldndly Nmed over several hundred she& of computer printolll from the Hibemla I S  
for my use. 
I have derived a number of original variables for the Grand Banks study am,  
which I ham used in my models. I have mmpared my panmeter eslimale and rcsults 
to the results cbtained by other investigators in work on the remote wnsing of aeean 
pmduction. There have k n  no previous attempts to do this m the Grand Banks. The 
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study pmceeded in a sfcpuim fashion and, as I began to obtain rc$ulu, my Superviror 
and commitleetpcncounged meto write them up for publication in perr-reviewed journals. 
Thmfwe, at every stage of my work, I war fatunate to rsceiw cnmmenu and 
suggestions fmm anonymwl reviewers of my nsearch papen. I have vsal these 
comments c~nrtrwtively and incorporated Lcm into my thesis whenever appmpriate. 
1.6.3 SoteIIite dolo ond sopwre 
The CaaM Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) raw data on five 9-1- (6250 bpi) 
computer taper were obtained fmm NASA Gaddard S p m  Flight Cenw (GSFO, 
Maryland, U.S.(Appendix Table A). I had at first planned to analyse the images at 
NORDCO in St. John's., while their Image analysis sysvm was adequate, NORDCO did 
not have the suitable image pmessing roRvarr for CZCS d&!a. The nearest pl- where 
the soflwan was available was at Le  Bedford Institute of Oceanography (BIO) in 
Halifax, and I ended up going there to do the data analyw. I spent eight days (20 - 28 
June) in the spring of 1990, learning tint to use IheBlO micro-"=-based imageanalysis 
system and then finally doing ail the analyses myself with the MIAMI-DSP lohare 
available there. This softwan package was the most reant version available at Ihc time 
I did the analyses. 
MIAMI in a comprehensive package of imagbpmessing s o h a r e  that performs 
geometric, radiometric, and atmospheric cometiom on m CZCS data, before applying 
algorithms to &eve pigmenu. It is the fundammlal sofhran that all investigaton 
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working with CZCS data must use. MIAMI-DSP sonware has been used, for example. 
to pmduce global ocean mlor maps (Fcldman cr 01.. 1989). The basic ingestion mutine 
is called SAT-DECODE. Submulines like CALEPS help in the wmpumtion of epsilon 
ratios. SAR (Sstorire, Atmosphphaic &on. Rmap) uses a bau map with ground 
wnlmlpointa to navigatethe image, then Uleslmosphcric camcttd images ace mapped 
to the original map cwrdinates. TheNASA pigment pdctalette is applied to get the pigment 
mcmmt ion  in mg. m'. MIAMI roftware war developed for CZCS analyses by the 
University of M i i .  Rarenrtiel Schwi sf Marine and Atmaspheric Science, in 
collaboration with the NASAIGSFC labartory for Oerans in Maryland. 
1.6.4 Orgoniwfion of the rhcsfs 
Chapm 2 describes the G m d  Bank study area and presents a standard primary 
pmduction madel based on shipbad dam gathered for the Hibemir Envimnmenlal 
Impact Statement survey during 1980-1981. The rhiphuard dam inilially helps to 
investi@'gaterrlationships betwen h e  rurfacechlomphyll. mean euphotieehlomphyll, and 
integral chlomphyll on the Banks. A smiunpirieal model Sared on t h e  relationship 
is then prwenled. 
Chapter 3 presents a w a m d  piclure of the spring blmm q u e n a  on the G m d  
Banh seen fmm the shipbas4 data and CZCS satellite imagm obtained fmm the 
NASA data. This chapter alw, includes a rhip-to+atellile calibration and a model to 
estimate satellite chlwophyil on the Bank. Spaid and temporal variations in surface 
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chlomphyll. seasurface temperature and vertical slabilily during the evolution of the 
spring bloom are investigated by inlegrnling ~~tel l i teand shipboard d a b  Satellitedata 
pmvide evidmce for the formation of a dinoflagellate blmm offshore during the Fall. 
Chapter 4 uplorw the use of smndary variables in the m o t e  wr ing  of 
primary pmdustion, and offers a ssond semi-empirical model. Algorithms which 
include sea surface temperature along with chiomphyli, fm example, have been shown 
to account for the variability in predicted valves of production (Baleh et al., 1989~). 
Thus, it seemed worthwhile to investigate the use of variables other than pigmnt 
wncentration that could be derived from satellites and used to predict primary 
pmduetion. Secondary variables such as the seasurface temperature, water column 
stability and the remote seming optical depth have teen investigated for their utility in 
predicting integral chlorophyll and, fmm there, primary pmduetion. 
Chapter 5 mamines the variation in Lhe quanNm yield ofphotoayntksis on the 
Grand Banks and the i m w t  of this variation on physiological facton throughout the 
year. It is demonsirated that quanNm yield is ~patially and temporally variable, and that 
the assumption that it can be heated as a conslant in models could lead to twafold to 
threefold overeslimaw of pmduclion. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the results fmm earlier chapters and applies the 
relationships derived to ealculab primary pmductian on the Gnnd Bsnks. Btimated 
pmduslion from the model reveals that the Bank arc hekrogmous seasonally and the 
Tail of the Banks suppons more average algal biomass and carbon firatim annually than 
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lhs ~ r t h m  G m d  Banks. 
Finally, Chapter 7 adds a brief summary ofthe thuis, includinb some Mmmenls 
on the relalion of this work m the nu t  gemtion of nafellites w represented by 
SepWiFS. The chapter caneludes wilh acornperison of lhe O d  Banks reaulls lo thor 
of lhc few other studies of wean pmluction based on CZCS data. 
CHAPTER 2. THE STUDY AREA 
AND A PRODUCTION ALGORlTHM 
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ecOSyStem of the G m d  Banks. P l a n b ,  including fish eggs and larvae, cpn be remind 
there by such current paUems (Helbig cr or., 1992). On an even larger sale, offshore 
cddis and rings have an important influace on the eimlation patterns, such as 
interactions behveen lhe Labndor C u m 1  and eddia of the North Atlantic Current 
system @Vie and Anderson, 1983: Greenberg md Petric. 1988). 
The principle physicaloceanognphic f w m  at workon lheGrand Banks are the 
Labndor Current petrie and Anderson, 1983) and the North Atlantic Current (Clarke 
ef of., 1980). To understand the physical ausen which underlie the patterns observed 
in BE phytoplanklm, t h w  currents must be taken into m u n t .  
Mher major currents of the region an the Slope Water Current, and, to lhemuth, 
lhe Gulf S m .  The Nonh Atlantic current forms where these and the Labrador 
Current interact. The intrusion of the Slape Wafer C u m 1  and Gulf Stream fmm 
offshore can have a pmfound effect on the local biota of Ihe Gnnd Banks. This olfoct 
can be attributed to increasing bollom water tempenem, usually deercasing nutrient 
concentrations, and the transport of slope warn communities onto wntincntal sholf am% 
(Bainbridga, 1961; Wmblcwski, 1989). 
Pmlifi~ph~toplankton growth is typical of oceanic front boundaries. Zooplanklon 
populations on the Grand Banks are oflea different an either side of a f m r  (Gardncr and 
Howell, 1983), reflecting diffmncer in water fernpenlure, salinity, and fmdaMilabilily 
in the water types Ulat accur h r e .  
The spring blwm of phylaplankton on the Grand Banks has long been remgnilcd 
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sl an mtmmdy important and dramabc a s p 1  of theemlogy of thls p l o f  the Westem 
Nonh Atlantic. Shipbad sampling may not be adequate to study and monitor it5 rapid 
evolution. Although satellite coverage of Qe G m d  Banks is generally pmr, it has b m  
possible lo describe the spatial and temporal pslkms of phytoplanldm pigment 
distribution by augmenting the data with aeomplemenlary and mmprehensive set of ship 
derived gmund truQ dam. Gmund lruth data is an important mmponmt of satellite dam 
a~alyss.  It allows local calibration and validation which an vilal in models. 
The Grand M k s  of Newfmndlandaredifficult to study by Emoh m i  This 
mid-latitude region is plagwd by cloud and fog; therefore, a very mall number of 
relatively cloud-free images are available for analgis in any given year. Another 
pmblsm is the large solar zenith angle, which mmplintes data pmcepsing. Satellite b'o- 
optical aalgnilhms of G d o n  er 01. (198%) apparently will not work in such -3 
without including the effects of mulliple Ra~leigh salte"ering. Seasonal wiability in the 
physical and biological factors also mulls in mnsidrmble scatter in IektioII~hip that 
atampt to relate biomass lo pmduclim. To gain uxful information in this aimtion 
requires s ship-lo-salellite calibration uercire and a sgmmslic study of the faclm that 
affect the physiological pmpmies of phytoplanlton. As a fir61 step, I will lookinto the 
effects of elected of 1 4 ,  phydeal and biological facters on phytoplmhon. 
2.2 Variation in physieal and biological hctora 
Soule rr ol.(l951) vsed aver eight yeas  of tempera~reand salinity data mlleeted 
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over the Grand Bvlh lo identify three different water masas clearly: the Labrador 
Current (dinity 34.3% temperature 0 - l.O°C), the Atlantic C u m t  waler (salinity 
34.7 - 35.1%, lem-lure 8.0 - iO.OeC) and mired water (salinity 34.1 - 34.55. 
lem-re 4.0 - 6.0°C). Hawever, mare writ dab, collected by Ihe United Slat- 
C w t  Guard during ice paml lurvcys, haw i n d i d  that Lhe sea surface leaperalure 
can range horn -1.010 14.C on theGrand Bvlks (Hayes and Robe. 1978). The ice paml 
surveys during June and July 19n clearly indicale the infiltration of Ule Labrador 
Current onlo the Grand Bulks. 
'me northern pan of the Grand Bmkr it influeneed by the labrador Current 
flowing out of the Arctics, whereas uaten o f  subtmpical origin may petra le the 
muIhem and soulhwestcm parts of the Bank Therefore, the Banks' walers experionec 
seasonal fluctuations o f  physical pmprties which in turn influenee the biological 
pmpenia. Intense vertical mixing in the eenlral region o f  the Grand Banks dirrvpls the 
vertical t e m p a r e  gradient in winter, so that lemperaturen are unifatm and amund 
+l°C hom surface to bottom (Buldalin and Elizamv, 1962). 
Seaimat plots of the physical chvacteriticr (temperature and alinily) of h e  
Grand Banks (Mobil O i l  Canada, 1981) suggest the: 
1) Wats mlumn stratification is mainly determined by tcmpwature. 
2) The Labrador Cunenl has an inshore and an offshore branch, mulling in the 
prwence of cold waler on both me earlem and wtem sides o f  the Grand Banh. 
3) A fmntal mne is a permanent f oa re  along the orlem edge of the Banks, whcrc i t  
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is mmiated with the southerly flow of the offshore bmch  of the Labrador 
Cunent. 
Study of the xamnal variability of the physical and biological procusw b 
important indetermining pmduction. MncipJly, aeasonaiity can induce alargevariance 
in primary pmduction models which relate biomass to pmductim. Thb variance is 
expected becaurr phytoplankton b i o m  and primary pmductian rate  can be regulated 
diffenntially by the availability of nutrienm and radiant energy in the -, which in 
turn are determined by the physical, biological, and optical pmpenies of the water 
column. Temporal and splial distibution of phyloptankton on the Grand Banks is 
influenced by both physical and biological pmewer. Physical pmp& pueh ar sea 
rurfaco temprrature and water column shbility play an important role in the evolution 
of the spring blwm on the Grand Bank%. 
Identification of physical pmees~er which could induce variability in Ihe primary 
pmduction estimates on the Grand Banks is a preliminary step in atgorithm development. 
Algnithm development furUlv qu i r e s  a comprehensive wt of physical pnd biological 
dam colleetd over both spatial and tmporal seals. Cmnparixln of ship and satellite 
dam qu i r e s  that the sea-truth data be synchronous to satellite overpsses. However, 
due to clwd cover and other logistic mnatrainU in the Grand Banb region, such 
~ynchronour dam are available only on a highly opponunistic basis. 
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2.3 Ship data q r r i n d  for algorithm developnun1 
Satellite remu!e sensing offers the potential of circumventing the problem of 
undersampling inherent in shipbawd mearummenfs ( W a s .  1980: Smith a ol., 1982; 
Feldman, 1986). Ocean basin-scale maps of phytoplanklon abundance (Esaias a ol.. 
1986) mapped with the aid of spectral rsdiomererr (Gordon er oL. 1980, Oordon a 01.. 
1982; Gordon no!.. 1983a. Smith and Ba!m, 1982). may wntributc direclly to s bet- 
""dentanding of patterns and pmeesscs in manic primary production. 
To Vansfom maps ofchlorophyll irm primary production map, alsnithmr need 
to be developed. Such algorithms are basically light-production models, and arr 
sometimes used in conjunction with information an the ingrated pigment wntent and 
its venical distribution. Ship-based dnla for this purpase should ideally include 
mmunmenfsofintegraledpigmentmtent afthe water column, ibvenical distribution, 
primary production, md the photosynIhctically available radiation (PAR) and its vcrtienl 
attenuation. 
Speeaal models use information on changes in the speftnl cornpition of light 
with deplh and the pholoryntheticaction yxctrum loestimate phytoplankwn growth (e.g. 
Bidigan rr oL, 1987; Smith rr ol., 1989). Knowledge of the evphotic depth (the 
thiehes of the wata column abwe the 1% light level) is also needed lo conpum 
integral production and chloqhyl: biomass. Therefore, an algorithm for determining 
the total PAR extinction mefficienl in the water wlumn is required. 
Someinvestigators havedenloped models bawd on known relationships between 
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pmdunion and chlamphyll, and factors such as light, nuhienu, p h W p t i w  s w  and 
the depth of the mired layer (Collins et al., 1986; Platt, 1986). To do so qu i r e s  8 
measuemnu of nutrient availability and phymplanb physiological factors. But fa 
any model, n sakllite algnilhm un depend only on lhor  variables that ue derivable 
fmm remae sensing, together with thmc mat ean be modeled fmm theory or empirical 
observations (Campbell and O'Reiily, 1988). 
My investigation, aimed at developing a pmductian algorithm for the G d  
Banks, sugguted lhat Jatellia-derived chlomphyll muld be employed to predict fatal 
chlomphyll mncentration (water wiumn integrated chlamphyll), and from there integnl 
pmduclion. During development of a first model, Ulue questions were addressed: 1 
1) How is salellile detectable chlomphyll (SDC) related to total cuphotic zone 
chlorophyll and mean cuphotic m e  chlorophyll? 
2) How is integral pmduclion relaled to total chlomphyll in the euphnic zone? 
3) Is the biomar-specib production a l inw function of incident radiation in wld 
-s7 
4) IS Ihe water column lighl utiliFltion index (4) relalively m s m t  within cruises and 
over mmn in cold mms7 
2.4 Methods far mcarurod and a t i l e d  variables 
A 1-1 of 2W pigment and 80 pmduction stations wen sampled in 1980-1981 in 
four seasons. The data came from ?. xlmprehensive environmental impact study funded 
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by Mabil Oil Canada Limited and pnmm for the H i h i s  oil drilling site, off 
Newfoundland. Data for the phyloplankmn apsiu canposition wd abundance during 
the s M y  pniod wen provided by Mr. John Lane of Hibmia Management Co., St. 
John's. Figure 1 &mvs the pdtiws of the sampling 6tes on the Grsnd Ba:~a.ks. Water 
samples were collected at depths of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 50 m at each stalion with 
Ni$!dn bonks on a msetre sampler. 
liigure 1. Grand Banks sludy am with Hikmia EIS survey station locations 
indicated. 
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Chlomphyll and phacapigmat concenVstiono wne determined by fluommetry. 
Primary pmduction wss determined by the "C muhod. Samples were placed in 125ml 
narmwmouth, screwcap, baosiliwte glass bottles which we inoculated with 
appmximalely 5 pCi of NaH"C0, solution (New England Nuclear brand) lhat had been 
filtered thmugh a 0.45pm nominal pme-size membrane filter (Whatman brand) prim to 
u s .  The activity of the bicarbonate solution used war determined by radioasaying 
subsan,plu of the dutions (Hollibaugh and Baolh, 1981). 
Inoculated batllu of water fmm each depth were placed in decl-mounted 
incubation chambers, eooled by surface wacsler. The light reaching lhe boltls was 
atfrnuated to 100,50.30.14.5,3.5, and 1% of the incident radiation by layers of screen 
incorporated into the inenbation chamber walls. The incubalion conditions simulated in 
sir" conditions with the c o w  that sampler were Wen fmm fixed depths and incubated 
at fired light levels. Actual light amuatian at the fixed depths, however, was usually 
similar to the imp& allenuation, so that &is pmbably d a s  not i n d u c e  a majm 
source of e m  into pduction estimalts. 
Ba(lies wen incubated for 24 h, a h  which the particuiste matler mnlained in 
them wm mllected on 0.45pm nomid porn-sire 25mmdiameler membrane fillus 
(Whatman brand). Filters were fmrur at -2CfC in a desifeator and nlurned to the 
laboratory f a  furlher promsting. Dam w a e  converted hom wune pr minute to 
disintegrations ~r minuteusing the exlnnal smdndard channelrratiowhichwas calibrated 
against aaual samples to which "C toluene internal stvldard was added after the sample 
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had bsen counted mce. 
Phytoplankton cells were enumerated with i n w e d  micmswpy by Uter&l's 
technique. A calibrated mnting grid was "red lo estimate dimensions of phyloplankton 
&Is. Dam on phytopanklon cell sin and the specie composition wes n d  for
intqreting the variation o b d  in light absorption and utilimlion. Thee matters will 
be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
Key data needed for the model are the integrated pigment mntent, primary 
pmduetion measurelnenu within Ule euphotic layer, and the photo~yntheliCdly availahla 
radiation, PAR, integrated over 4WIOO nm and measured just benealh the sea surface 
with a quanlum sensor. 
Chlowphyllo,phaeopipmem, and 'F " p e e  rak measusmenls should represent 
the three phytoplankmn size c l a m ;  netplankton (mlained by 20pm filter), and 
nanoplanklw and pimplankm (retained by O.45prn filler) fmclioncllons. Rrcenl evnlvalion 
of the cff~ciacy of Ihe0.45pm po~-sile filter indicaterlhat some picoplanklon may not 
he rrtlined during filtration in the "C lechniqus and this may lead to undereslimalion 
of pmluction in olignmphicwaters (Li, 1986). Therefan, the total daily rale of  primary 
pmduction Imm the measurements made as above would bc the sum of netplankton. 
nanoplanklm, and, if prrwnt, any ul-llular mslerbl. Such mearunmentr allow 
integration of chlorophyll and pmduction over the eupholic depth. 
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2.4.1 EuphoIic depth 
me eufiutihotic dqdh is defined by mnvention as UK layer abwe the 1% light 
depth, &. Therefon, lhe average d i f fw  amnuation meffcient for PAR, K,, can be 
defined as 
when I. and IN a n  the madtames at the aea sudafe and euphmc depth nspeotlvely 
Thus K, can be mmputed fmm masunmmts of & (Campbell and O'Rully, 1988) 
accord~ng lo K, = 4.612, 
If Ss fh l  d l r  values are nvanlable, then the eupholtc depth D. can be utimated 
fallowing Stncklsnd (1958) as 
where D8 is the Smhi  d i s  depL in m e w  and C. is a Seahi disc slibntion facmr 
caleulrtd fromvaical extinction cocfficials mcasml withalight mew. Quation 2.2 
was used for estimating lhe cvphnic depth in the Grand Banks daB Reiwndorfn 
(1986) has rscenlly p r o p a l  anothar4atimhip for estimating the euphotic depth from 
S a h i  disc mea3umnM (he uws 4. in his equalion), 
2,- 1.792,  (2.3) 
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where 5. is the Seechi d i c  depth in m e m .  (Please note that Z, = Dd. 
2.4.2 C o n p w ~ t i ~  of iruegml chlomphyII, pn'mo'y pmdunion, and meon euphoric 
ehromphyll 
Venically inregraled primacy pmduetion, IP; can be computed from n 
determinations of prcduction (P,, mg ma day') at depth z, (m) by 
Similarly, Integral chlorophyll, IC (mg ehlo m"), Ihc sum of total ehlomphyll a 
and phwpigment concenmtions, is mmpuled fmm n determinalions of chlu at depth i 
(C, ms m'l  at depb =, (m) by 
M a n  eughotic chlorophyll, <C> ,  is mmpuW by dividing IC by Z, lhe 
auphnic deplh (Campbell and O'Reiily, 1988). 
Satellite delectable chlomphyll, SDC, is compNd as the weighted avorage of 
chlomphyll a and phaeophylin ton de@h of m e  alenution length (i.e., & = IIK,), 
whish mnespndn spprorimatdy to Lhc top 37% light depth (Campbell and O'Rcilly, 
1988). This method of weighing acmunts for L e  light attenuation at depth. Light is  
attenusled by a factor of mp(-2b), where k is the mean light atmvatim coeftident. 
The value of k depnds on the amount of chlomphyil present and its light 
atlenuation. Feldrnan (1986) has estimated the attenuatim length in the Puu Upwelling 
of the qwtorial Pacific, and his wluw mnupand to appmximately the top 22% of the 
eupholic depth. H m w ,  his estimawofprimuy pmduclion fmm this wry pmductive 
part of the quatorial Pacific arr higkr than the vaive of pmduetion estimated for the 
h r g e s  Bank regim (2.77 vr 1.13 g C m-> a') (Kuring B el., 1990). The attenvation 
length and phyloplmktrm mcenhatim an inversely dated; thatfore, the p-ce of 
more phytoplankton biomass in Be water mlumn would m m p d i n g l y  Rdua the 
sltenvatim length. 
2.4.4 Winotion of PAR 
Photosynthetically available radiation inm', integrated over wavelengths 
between 4W to 7C4 nm) is nonnaliy mesrured by a qWNm sensor on a ship or on the 
land. When direct measurements are mt available, PAR must be estimated. 
On Ule Grand Banks, PAR values for the sampling dates were estimated fmm a 
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regegleosion equation relating measured PAR m total incident radiation, I.. PAR was 
measured at a coastal loeation at Kelligrcws (41'30' N 53'01'W). I. was m u r e d  by 
Almwpheric and Environment Setvice (AES) Canada at St.lohnVs (4I032'N 52'47'W). 
These am simulmems measvremenb allhovgh a t  d i f f m t  l d o n s .  The regression 
qvatim obtained was 
PAR' = 0.382 1. - 2.263 (? = 0.96, n = 36) (2.6) 
Equation 2.6 takes into account lheeffecu of fog and cloud on PAR h u s e  of lhis laeal 
calibration. Valua calculated fmm his eqwtion am &nofed herafler a# PAR'. The 
daily mcal incident radiation data (Ein m*d.') and PAR' data (Hin nr2 d" ) for 1980 are 
lep~rted in Appendix Table B. The PAR' datain Table B were calculslcd from equation 
2.6. 
2.4.5 ErIimMM0n ofK490 
The diffuse light attenuation cafficimt a 490nm wavelagth (K490) was 
calculated udng a mtistical relationship -led by Morel (1988). Hi model pralicu 
amnuation of solar radiation w a funetiw dphyloplanklon pigment uncentratim 
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where Chl is s mean pigment (chlomphyll + phampigment) eoncawation (mg mj) 
within the euphotic zone regardles of the venial pigment dinribution. Remote sensing 
1 
optid depth has been e~timated as llK490. 
This slatiatical relationship of Mnel  (1988) was -fly urd by Wmblews!d 
(1989) m develop a model of the spring phyloplanMon blmm in the North Atlantic and 
determine its effecl on light attenuation in the wain mlumn. 
2.4.6 Compulofion of $ 
1fastahlerelalian~hipexisUbelween integralptimarypmduction, chlomphyllmd 
light, then theslope in adngleparameterlinear regression of IPAC ratio vs incident light 
is M appmpriate estimate of the water mlumn light utilication index, $ (Falkowsld, 
1981). 
9 has been wnriduad a rrlatively *aLzbe' parameta in theestimtionof primary 
prcduetion fmm remote wnsing measunmenls (PlaY er d., 1988). However, for a 
global application of any model, more rrsearch into the causer of vaIialion in Ule 
photmynthetic-irmliance (PI) parameten, which am often assumed lo be mstant, is 
q u i d  (Balela ef at., 1989b: Campbell and O'Reilly, 1988). 
IP and IC, dong with tow incident radiation, 5, on Ule Orand Banks, were used 
lo compute $ for each slalion acending ln the fornula of Fdkowsld (1981), 
2.5 SdeIlite de%ectahk, man wphotk, and toW chlorophyll 
bfonnation regarding the vntical distribution of pig-1 in the water mlumn ia 
not avdilable to satellite sensors. Thnefon, attempts have been made by inwltigaton 
to daermine h e  mlumn-integmed pigment content from knowledge of the pigment 
caneenhation in that upper layer which is semd by a nateliite. 
The upper layer is one oplical dcplh, which is aboul 10 to Ism on the Grand 
Banks (see 2.4.3). The CZCS detsls the weighted avenge of pigment within this 
optical deplh, which cornsponds sppmliimately to the 37% light dew. 
Chlorophyll contentrationli mrarud  on shipboard un be used to wmplte thc 
conmmtion p~surnlbly "seen' by a mmMe sensor, rrfemd to hesdn as ~stellile 
defectable chlorophyll, SDC. SDC is a usful variable for predicting the column- 
i n m t e d  pigment oontcnt, IC, fmm empirical relatlanship. Normally, the @icled 
IC value acmunts for the exisbee of .a chlomphyll maximum. For infening Ihc 
biomass pmfliein rvatiried warn it may be necessary to categorize the pigment pmfllca 
according m their nophic states (Morel and Berthon, 1989). H m e r ,  there authors 
caution that the use of ruch parameterization should be rwlricted to the range of SDC 
fmm 0.02 to I0 mg chlo m.' 
hitially, simple empirical relationship between integral chlomphyll (IC) and 
integral produelion UP) were studied for predicting produetion. However, empirical 
~IaLionships based on integral cblomphyll may not give reliable predictions bsaune the 
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relation between IP and IC depndr strongly on date and loeation, nn indicated by an 
analysis of covariance (Prasad U ol.. 1992). 
To tea the slmgth of the wed relationships ponnihle, a number of hypthess 
were investigated with the dataand a series of covarianaanalyses were Wrformed. The 
statistid design uas such that the c f h  of the class vviahles were controlled by the 
analysis of covariance. Cruise and station were Ucated as class variables in the GLM 
pmcaivm (SAS. 1985). Table 1 oulliner the hypothuea, along with the vaiance, 
probability, and the degrees of freedom values in each twt. Predicted values from each 
model were plotled against residuals Lo see whether patterns misted. None were 
apparent, and thenfore the underlying assumptions of independence in the lest are r.ot 
violaled. 
The oulcemu of the tests in Table 1 allowed a choice of those variables that 
might be expected lo give the best results in deveioping an algorithm. Therefore, the 
semi-empirid approach develapd here ures integral chlorophyll VC), light absorption 
by phytoplankton, and incident PAR Lo predict integral pmduction. This appmach faLes 
into acmunt the chlorophyll-specific, PAR absorption in the study area. Funher, it is 
in part physiologically bared, taking into account differences in photosynthetic efficiency 
of the phytoplankton. The semi-empirid algorithm utilizes a combination of derived 
as well as measured variables to predict integral production. 
The first step in algorithm development was to determine whether Lotal euphotic 
chlorophyll, IC, and mean euphalic chlorophyll, <C> ,  is the water column were 
lQum 2. Log Infegral chlomphyll (IC) 
(SDC). 
versus Log Satellite deteclable chlomphyll 
related to SIX. IC, SDC, and <C> were normalized by a logarilhmic lransfonnation 
and IC was regreased again* SDC. The resulting linear relationship, 
log. IC = 3.822 + 0.0408 lo& SDC, p.9) 
was found !a have an excellent ftt, with a high explained variance (I' = 0.88, n = 
54)Figuffi 2). The d@ia uud for U s  relationship appear in Appendix Table C. 
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The high ? of quatian 2.9 wuld be due, in prt, to Ule fact that IC includu 
SDC, leading to a part-whole mmlation. To check whether a not this was no, SDC 
wa. regressed against theremaining chlaophyll. low thcSDC. Surfaceand s u b - s o h  
chiomphyll wen highly -laled with each other (? = 0.88), indicating that the 
relation of IC to SDC was not just s statistical artifact. Only s fnction of lhe 
chlomphyil present is a&ly "seen" by the sarellile, so it was very cnwuraging to find 
that IC and chlomphyll bclaw one anenuation length wvld be estimated reliably horn 
SDC. Figure 3 shows lhc monthly mean variation of SDC f a  the Grand Bank during 
1980. 
2.5.1 Tom1 chiomphyll land inregmlpmdynion 
Inlegd pmdwtion war regressed against inleggral chlomphyll. Although the 
relationship had a high ? (=0.81), statistical analysis wesled a strong dependence on 
dale and ioestion W l e  I, Hypothesis B and C). The least squares regression between 
lP and IC was 
IP = 73.20 + 11.33 IC (2.10) 
Some of the dependnee of the relationship bctMen IP and 1C an date and loeation may 
be attributed w spatial or temparal variation in the svsilability of light. Thedon, PAR 
was included in the relationship W m  IP and iC. The relationship M w m  IP, IC, 
snd PAR was dependent on date and location (Table I, Hypotheses 6 and F). IP w 
normalired by dividing IP by 1C. Biomasrnmalired pmdudon war then used f a  
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further nnalysss. The mlationship h c e n  biomru-normalized pmduction (IPIIC) and 
PAR was significant Vable 1, Hypnheris 0): however, i t  was again fwnd depudenl 
on date but nM on loeation (Table 1. Hypotheses H and 0. 
2.5.2 Voriorion in ) 
The wafer mlulnn light utilization index, ) (Falkowski. 198l), is the ratio of 
integral production lo integral chlorophyll and incident light. ) is dculated with 
quation 2.8, as discussed in section 2.4.6. Platt (1986) suggesled that the biomnrr- 
normalized production (IPIIC) is proportional to the incident light, and that thir 
d a l i o ~ h i p  muld beured in mmole sensing models loestimate water mlumn produclion. 
Plan n 01. (1988) pmposed the basic modd and suggested that further informalion on 
the detailed vertical distribution o f  phytoplanklm will be needed, rather than a series of 
surface o b m t i o n s  on a horizontal spatial scale. This matter will ba m n d d e d  in 
Chapter 5. 
Despite the good performance of the Platt rt 01. (1988) model for a limited data 
wt, the obsemtionr of Balch el ol. (1989b), L l c h  era!. ((1989~) and Campbell and 
O'Reilly (1988) suggesl that the application of such a madel m a global basis would be 
extremely difflcull without additional mearch into the a u x  of variation of the 
Phnaynlhesis-Irradian (P-I) parameter. $varied remrkahly little in  the studies by 
Plrn (i986), with dues  ranging fmm 0.31 to 0.66 gC (gChl).' (Ein m - Y '  Higher 
dues, however, have been reportal (Yoder ct ol., 1985; Campbell acd O'Rally, 1988; 
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Rwm 3. Mean monthly variatims in Satellite Dnstable Chlorophyll (SDC, mg 
ma) on the Grand Banks for the year 1980. 
P d  01.. 1992). Hypothem J and K (Table, 2) clearly indicate Ulat (G is variable 
within cruises. Thne w a significant a~~ociation between the biomass-normatized 
pmduelion snd incident radiation (Table 1, Hypalhee~ H and I) an the Grand Banks. 
Howevn, the level of explained variance was low (? = 0.08, Figure 4) and the 
rdalianship changed with time of year. 
Table 1. Reruhs of statMicpl tats for hypofhcses ntudii. 
Multipiieation sign X, X X, indimten interaction of X, and XX, in s two- 
way derign. Vertical line I X, indicatw that effects of X, have been 
mnhalid by iinrar regreuion in an analysis of covariance. t indicates 
rignifimt relationship. P is Ute variance. P is probability. 
. IP = IC X ( IC 
. IP = IC X station I 1C 
, (IPIIC) = PAR' X wise  I PAR' 
I, (Ein m-Z d-') 
Plsurr 4. Biomass-wih pmduction (IPnC) venu toral incident radiatim 
= 70, rz = 0.08). 
nK mean value of $ averaged over all slations on the Gnnd Bmh was 1.032 
rng C (mg ChlB' m' Ein" ( P m d  cr of., 1992). Thenfore IPIIC m o t  be predicted 
fmm incident radiation with either prsisim @ecaure of low ?) or accuracy ( b m w  of 
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2,5[lGHT UTILIZATION INDM , 
F l s m  5. Temporel variation in lhe water column light utililation index JI (mg C 
(mg Chlo)" mZEia') an the Grand Banks. 
dependence an dale). Figure S shows how $wried awarding lo monk 
The relative constancy of JI depndr on the spectni quality of radiant energy 
available at different levels within lhe euphaic m e ,  the duralion of the light period, the 
venicai distribution of algal biomass and the physicai conditions that govern the 
availability of nuvienu lo the phytaplanklon (Morel, 1991). Punher analysis is 
nece- belore JI ean be considered a consfant in enimating water mlumn production 
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anywhere, and panifularly over large spatial scales. 
Raulb from various teJt hypotheses using integral pmduction, chlomphyll, and 
light, and fmm studies on the mrmd variability in pmduction variables, suggest Ulat 
mmc empirical models pmvide a gmd fit lo dm.  However, teause of dependence on 
date these mcdds are nM necessarily reliable . Therefore it was necessary m develop 
a mare phyriologidly-bawd model to predict IP from IC and PAR. Such a model 
should take into amount differences in the photasynrlmic efficimey of phytoplankton. 
2.6 I h e  produdion algorithm 
Most mcdels for predicting integral pmduction u ~ e  chlorophyll and light, which 
wry with depth in the water column. PhotosynUletio efficiency depends on PAR, on Uls 
eoneenmtioion of chlomphyll in the phytoplankton cells, and an the chlomphyli specific 
absorption mdficient. Therefore, knowledge of the chlomphyli specific absorpfion 
caeffcienl, chlomphyll coneenmtian at depth z and PAR at depth z are required for 
calculating the lightabsorption byehlnophyll atdepth z (VJ. Thmretically, theproduct 
oflight absorbed werlhe euphoticdcpth and quantum yield of lhewatereolumn, <K>, 
should prsdict integd pmductian. However, calculation of < K >  requires laowledge 
of pmduction at depth r, but thin value also happens to be a variable to be predicted. 
The model therefore is based on the light absorbed by phytoplankton and a computed 
value of quanlum yield to predict IF'. 
The variables amenable lo satellite measuremen1 am the chlorophyll within one 
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atlmuatim length, and thus IC or the m e ~ n  euphotic chlorophyll < C > ,  which fan be 
predicted fmm SDC with sufficient neeuncy. %refore. the %mi-empirical model is 
b a d  m IP, IC. PAR, and the chlomphyll spdfi light abmption. A mmpvd  wlue 
of qusntum yield in the IP is usul in Le model m climinak the use of pmawtion values 
at disrrtc depths, which a n  not available from sakllite imagery. Therefon, the semi- 
empirid model utilizes a mmbinstion of h ived  as well as m u d  variable to 
predin IP from discrete chlomphyli and PAR. 
The quantum yield far the warn column, K, is defined ar the ratio of carbon 
fixed to light absorbed per m1 by phybplanlankton 
where V, is the absorption of light by phytoplanklon at d e w  z, w, is the width interval 
at depth z, P, is the pmduction at depth z, and 
whm K. is the chlomphyll spcific diffuse attenuation wefficimt (= 0.017 d ( m g  
chlo)-' for natural poplalions of phyloplanb, Kirk, 1983). C, is Be chlomphyll 
~aneenhation at depth z and I, is the PAR at depth r as at imsld by PAR' (Eq. 2.6). 
The product of light absorption V, and thc quantum yield K. at depth z should 
Fllluw 6. Pit between Log predicted versus Log observed prodwtion. Predicted 
value mmputed using the model. 
acmunt for the integral produetion down m the optical depUI comsp~lding to the 1% 
light level. Physiologically thue two variables an required fa undmter 
ph~osynlhesir, and from this 
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Similarly, amounting far Kvsluesover the oplical depthmrrraponding tothe I% 
light level, we have 
where 4.6 is the optical depth (m) eonuponding to 1% of the subsurface light 
Wrk,l9ffl), and K is the quantum yield. ~ e r s f n e  Ulis optical depth is a funetion of 
the light at!muation in the water column. Combining equations 2.11. 2.12, 2.13 and 
2.14, the find model eqution become 
where it is assumed that the summation of discrete values of chlorophyli eonwntralionr 
and light o w  the water column is q d  to the sum of ehlomphyll and light consided 
as if they were mtinu~us wiabla. 
Theestima~pmductionusingthemodel w~plottedagainslobwrvd pmduclion 
to show the gmdnes of fir (Figure 6); (he intention hem has been 0 cambarale lhe 
model rather than to develop a ~g re s ion  modd where IP is lhe predicted integral 
pmductim. The quantum requirement for photosynthetic oxygen evolution is 10 f I 
sinsteins abmbed pr mol of oxygen &ved (Ley and Maumll ,  1982, Dubinaky n 
or,  1986). A practical upper limil, which is closer bJO.1 mol C Ein.' (12W mg C Eir') 
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(Kiefer and Milehell, 1983; Kirk, 1983: Smitha al., 1989), was used in UK mdel. The 
fit is qnia gmd (? = 0.80 , n = 67. p < 0.W01). The data are given in A p p d i r  
Table D. 
To summarize, shipboard &la have pmvided ample evidence that the pigment 
within the first atanuatim length (= CZCSpigment) ean beconverted mpduction data 
thmugh a seria of intenelated steps. lk sppmach adopted hoe is semi-empirical, and 
p l l y  accounts for variable light absorption due to phytoplankton speeies and varying 
physiology. However, panmeten like lhe quantum yield for phomsynthesis (asumed 
as r constant in thedgarilhm) need funher Mudy and wduatian, upscially with m p c t  
m temporal variability and its role in pmdunion estimatu. This subject is d d t  with 
more fully in Chapter 5. 
With the refinement of pigment md& algorithms for eatellite data, it has been 
pmsible m retrieve w d l  sccuratc pigment &mates & 0.3 log,, units). Pigtnmt 
retrieval fmm the stellite Jtili remains important and is the first step before accume 
eslimstes of pduclian are pauiblc. Chapter 3 deals with rehieval of pigment 
information for the Grand Banh hom lhe CZCS stdlite 
CEUTEU 3. THE ANNUAL PICl'URE 
FROM SAIP AND s A m m  DATA 
3.1 The -1 Zone Colw Srpnnv 
The technical objective o f  the Coastal Zane Color Sfannet (CZCS) was to 
determine i f  Emote sensing of axem m l a  could be used to identify and qunnlify 
suspended or dissolved material i n  the warn. I f  information mneeming chlorophyll and 
sediment mnrmvation muld be derived fmm aeean mior mearurement:, i t  muld lhcn 
help i n  lhe design and development of an operationnl satellite f a  use in futun ocean 
nplo~~t ion.  
The CZCS provided estimates o f  near-surace cancenVdtians of phytoplankton 
pigmenls and to.. . serton by measuring the apenral radiance backscalled oul of the 
ocean. This radiance is msiderably less Ulan the total signal, and therefom the CZCS 
sensor was designed wilh a very high radiomehic sensitivity. This means that tho CZCS 
sensor ean detect, with high nsolution, low radiances lhat are encounkxd in the su. 
H-ver, 70 to 80% of the signal rensed by lhe CZCS in  band 1 (443 nm) originates in  
the atmosphere. The atmospheric effeeu ase about 50% in  band 3 (550 nm). 
!Xmating these atmosphericeffectr and removing them from thelotal signal wcn 
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by the sensor has received considerable attention. Principal effect3 am fmm Rayleigh 
seataring (scattering fmm the air molrules) and aerosol scattering (sfanering fmm 
particles suspended in the air). Aerosol rcattoing can vary greatly on small tempo& 
and spatial scales, making i u  estimation more tedious than that for Rayleigh scattering. 
This is due to the fact that the scattering function is dependent on the aemsol sire 
Once ammpheric effects have been remwed, the water-leaving radiance can be 
mnvuled to give near-surface pigment mncentntion. TheCZCS can deWdtIorophyll 
to about one opticdl depth, appmrimalely down m the 31% light lwel depth, which has 
been found to vary from 10-15 m on the Grand Banks. From October of 1978 untli 
1986, the CZCS allowed synoptic year-round estimates of near-surface chlorophyll 
concenlntions (Havir d ol., 1980) with namable accuracy (Gordon el ol., 1980: 
Gordon er 01.. 1983a; W e  a 1. 1986). This accuracy is about f 30% of the 
retriwed pigment 
CZCS data haveadded greatly to theinfomatian availableon spatitid and temporal 
patterns in the distribution of phytoplankton (Smith and Wer, 1982: Gordon a nl., 
1983a). As a result of extensive ocean color measurement it ha: been possible to 
dwelop algorithms for derived pmduets fmm the CZCS. Atmospheric, radiometric and 
geometric comtians are included in the processing algorithm. The final processing goal 
has been to take the observed radiance, determine the radiance that would be sen 
directly above the am surface, and then derive. from that radiance, the pigment 
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content of the water below the ocean surface. 
3.2 CZCS design 
The CZCS an theNimbus-7 mmllile system was a high-gain mullispctral scanner 
deigned to image the ocean in six EO-regisled +raI bands antered at 413, 520, 
550,670,703 and 11.50 nm. Ihe first four bands had a rpstral widlh of 20 nm, while 
the fillh and sixth, nrpeclively, had spectral widths of 1 0  and 2WO nm. Ths gmund 
resolution was 825 metra far all bands. Scanning war ac~~mplished thmugh the use of 
a rotating minor. The CZCS wm operational during the period 1978-1986. The dam 
hom the thermal channel (11.50 nm), although avzilable, were not utilized by 
investigalorr. This was due to the fact lhat the NOAA-AVHRR thermal dala wcrr maw 
rmritive lhan thcthermal channel in CZCS for mapping SST (Gordon and Mowl. 1983). 
Therefore, due to pmgrurive loss in the snritivily of Ule thermal dannel, the CZCS 
was less reliable lhan the NOAA-AVHRR f a  this information. 
In spite of intermiuent dala acquisition, the CZCS dam can be uwd to validam mcthcdr 
te be applied in future, in ptieular for deriving primary pmduclion and its um i r l ed  
d o n  flux at a global scale (Plat1 and Salhymdmath. 1988). 
The phytoplankton pigment algorilhm cunenlly vwd relam the pigment 
concenualion to the h e  n t i m  o f  upwelling radiance jun beneath the wa surface which 
can be formed from the wavelengths 443, 520. and 550 nm. The pigment algorithm 
devclDpd by Gordm and Clark (1980) explains from 94 to 98% of the variance in 
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lag,.C over thm ardm of magnitude in pigment mneentration. 
3.3 CZCS Image annlysb 
3.3.1 Dolo forfhe GmndBonh 
CZCS wellite data obtained from NASA's ODddard Spor Ccnler, Ombei t ,  
Maryland, were processed using the image analysis sysDm at the Bedford Institute o f  
Ocoanagnphy (810). Danmoulh. Nova Scoli. MIAMI, an image p a s s i n g  soflwhre 
developed by University of Miami (Rosenstiel Sehmi o f  Marine and Atmospheric 
Seines) (Feldman el #I., 1989). was uwd for CZCS image pmeesning. Initial video 
dixpliy allowed elimination of 39 images with more han 50% cloud cover. For the 
1980-81 period, six good image were chore". The NASA scene number nnd the 
p a d  tape identifiestion filename for UK CZCS images are listed in Table 2. Air 
temperature and w i d  speeds on the day o f  he satellite pass were not recorded. Out of 
the six images analyned, fw r  images are presented in the thesis. The four imagw were 
~eleeted bemuse they represent the phytoplankton distribution before, during, and after 
the spring bloom on lhe G m d  Banks. 
Visible radiances f m  the CZCS were pmcnred with an algorithm based rn 
Gordon el 01.. (1983a) io remavs effesls of Rayleigh and aemsol ~ t t w i n g  and l o  
comwte pigment mncentrationr from m m t e d  blue (443 nm) to grem (550 nm) 
radiance ratios. The initial -sing utilizes atmorphnic m m t i o n  algorithms for 
Table 2. NASA scene numben and file identification information for p m c c r d  C?CS 
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imapw. The tile bachp is archival and available on9-lmsk mmpvter bpe at tho Ocm 
application Lo the raw satellite data. 
Epsilon (ratio of a~-1 d i c e  at440.520, and 550 nm l o  the semrol ndiance 
at 670 nm wavelength) values were calculalcd for cach of the selcetd imager. For 
example lhe epsilon at 443 nm could be calculated as: 
where v is Le Angm6m eacfiicient (Robinson. 1985). 
U C S  pigment algorithms arc appmpriae for cslimdng phyloplankbn pigment 
concmtration only in  Case I waters (Morel and Prieur, 1977), where phyloplankloneellr 
and assdated pmducls are U. only important deeminane ofoptical pmpenicr (Cordon 
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and Morel. 1983). This is the caw on the G m d  Lbnks. 
3.3.2 Algorithm owniw 
A series of intemlated steps an performed during CZCS dam pmcessing to 
obtain chlomphyll (chl), d i f l u ~  anmuation length (K49O), normalized water leaving 
radiance (440,520,550), and rmao l  radiance (670). These wavelengths camspond to 
the channels on the CZCS wnsor. Bsnically t h e  step follav the algorithm pmenred 
by Go&n and Mwel(1983). and "re a linear demmpsition of the total radiance sensed 
at the satellite 
where L, is the total radiance, L, is the Rayleigh scattering path radiance. LA is the 
-sol p h  radiance, h i s  the warn-leaving radiance, and t is the diffuse tranmit$nee 
of the almolDhne. 
3.3.3 Roylelgh Model 
The effect o f  Rayleigh mttering is detmnined by analytic modeling to give the 
L, rerm in  quation 3.2. Two Rayleigh models an available: a single mttering model 
(Gordon el 01.. 198%) that is valid for sleulations within 55 degrees of the solar 
qudor, and a multiple-seatsring polarinlion model (Gordon and Caapno, 1987). that 
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extends quantitative calculations out to 65 degrees of the solar equator and qualiwive 
dculations to within 75-80 deg-. Calculalions nominally are bved on the mulliplc 
scamring algorithm. 
3.3.4 AemsoI W~recIion 
A m o l  comelion involves the dculalion of the L, Brm in qualion 3.2. LA 
ean be utimated for the 670 nm channel by assuming that there is urcnlially no water- 
leaving radianec at this wavelength (i.e., h(670) = 0). LA(670) is then calculslsd as 
the diffenncc belween L, and L. dculated from the Rayleigh model 
The LA at the other wavelengths (440 nm, 520 nm, 550 nm) is then relaled w LA670 by 
z set of epsilon eoelfidene. The atmospheric correction arnumcr that one aemsol t y p  
(set of epsilons) is sufficient La charaeterire the aemsols (aerosol size dislribulion) .%mu 
a specific twa-minute CZCS wene. 
3.4 Ship-I-taSatrlliie ranpalon 
A ship-tolatellitedibrstin was nroes~ary an the Grand Bank because misting 
CZCS pigment mrieval algorithms were b a d  on mid-lalilude and low-latitude 
calibration data. The pigment algorithm used in CZCS data pmesoing is bva l  on the 
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rssultr of Clark (1981). The NASA CZCS pigment algorithm a$~lled univnsally b 
pmduec pigmea images is 
where 4, is Ule subsurface radiance. In pmice,  it has been fwnd  Ulat equation 3.4 is 
gmd only when chl c 1.5 mg ma. merefore when the chl wnccntration exeeals 1.5 
mg m-', the CZCS pmcusing algorithm switches m 
ehl = 3.326 (L,5uW4.,550Y1"' (3.5) 
The rcasnr behind this algorithm switching is hat at higher chl absorption vdua the L.
a 443 nm kame. so rmdl that the n l io  algorithm (equation 3.4) no longa work 
efficiently. 
The CZCS wnser the chlomphyll concmmlion down to oneaptical depth, which 
may vary fmm 10 to Ism on the Grand Banks. As a calibration, ship obsavntions uf 
ehlmophyll were conelated wiU1 CZCS-derived pigment mncenuations along a lranrsl 
at 47'N (Figure 7). Shipdam wue available for calibrationonly far February, May, and 
SEptember. 1980. Pixel kvel pigment information wers obmiaincd by "clicliing" Le 
mouseon the satellilc imsgecompnding Lo the ship's position Oalitvdcand longilwk). 
*re 7. Ship-toSakllire mmparison of pigment concentnlions on the O m d  
Banla. Ship data me fmm s lranwt at IPN; see Fig. I.  
The calibration rrgreslm, equation derived was 
with sn r' = 0.85, n=12, p < 0.W01. The data a p p r  in Table 3. 
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Tabk 3. CZCS and l i p  pigmat daa u d  for ealib~alian. Paitions given are fn the 
individual ~~telllits pixel clicked a Le mapped ship psitian. 
3.5 CZCS images cf Ule Cnnd B .nb  
The color plsles in this seelion show be evolution of the swing bloom on Lc 
Grand mnks in 1980. Shipbard observations were obtained from the Hibcmia US 
survey performed on the Gmd Bvlh during the period 1980-81. 
In winter (February), before the Mag bloom begins, ovemll pigment 
eaneentralionr an low (Figure 8). There were, havever. patshe of elevated pigment 
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mncentmion off the AWon Channel and particularly in Bonavistl and Trinity Bays. 
Offshereon lhe O m d  Bankr, high nunientsand l o n g  
this time of lhe year may account for the low pig-t conemhalions ob~rved. T h e  
bays both suppml winter fisheries, and the elevated mncenmtim of pigments may be 
indicative of lhephymplanklon pmdvctian which sultainr thczmplanklan there. In April. 
just pdor to the blmm, lhe image is interesting in that urly indications of lhe coming 
blmm appear inshore in Trinity and Conception Bays (Figure 9). A plume of 
phytoplankmn moves nonh and earruard from the mouth of Caneeplion b y ;  the same 
pattern was observed in shipbad observations ma& during the COPE (Cold Ocem 
Produelivily Erperimenl) investigation of 1986-90 (Pameroy el ol., 1991). Owrall 
nutrient conrrntntions wwe high during this time, although r e d u d  nitnle 
concentrations and phyioplanklon ILanding cmp were observed in the surface layer. The 
image revels upwelling -b along the Avalon Channel. This upwelling is lacally 
welldocumenled, and ran be annbuM m alongshore wind smst from the saulh 
(Schneida and h:ethven, 1988). 
Three weeks later, in cvly May, Le spring blmm of 1980 w u  at iU; pxk (Figure 
10). The images show that dewlopmat of the blwm on the Grand Bank: twk place 
almost within a fortnight, This rapid evolution san alro be wsn in a plot of April vs 
May CZCS pigment mnoenlralimr along a tranrsct at 47H as a fvnetion of dismce 
from shore (Figure 11). The extent of the growlh of phyloplanklon from inshore to 
offshore is clearly seen. 
Feure 8. Nlmbur-7 CZCS in 
7 
Figutt 9. Nimbus-7 CZCS image of the Grand Banks region, I6 April 1980. 
- 
~f the G inks region. 3 May 1980 
I  
Figure 14. Nimbus-7 CZCS Image of  Ihe Grand Banks region, 17 Sept 1980. 
DISTANCE FROM SHORE (km) 
Figure 11. Pigmarmncenuatia for April (*) and May (*)dong a G m d  Banb 
IranSCCL at 47"N. Measured fmm Ntmbuo-7 Coastal Zanc Color Scanner sensor. 
The rapidity and exlent of phytoplankmn growth fmm inshore m offshore regions 
is also reflected in a plot of the concentration of nilrate in the vppx 50m of the water 
column. Thae data were mesared on shipboard. NuVient depletion in May relative 
to February Plong the same bolmeet as lhe CZCS plots is Nident in Pigm 12. 
Water column stability is a measure of Ule surface to 5Cm gradient in sigma-i 
(Chapter 4, equation 4.1). Wahr column stabilityvaries umsiderably ove~ lhe season on 
DISTANCE FROM SHORE (km) 
Fipn 11. Nibdte mneenhafims of Febnary (A) and May (0) dong a Orand 
Banks transst at 4PN. Survey data measured on shipboard. 
Lc G m d  Banks (Figure I?). Analyses show that wter  mlumn stability is highly 
m l a t e d  to sea surface tempvatureon the Grand Banks (Chapter 4. equation 4.2), and 
thus stability continus m in- from spring into fall. 
Once water mlurnn stability is established and nitrate dwleled, lhe c+mpmilion 
of the phytoplanhon change. Instad of thediatoms which dominatsd during the spring 
blmm, molile formotah o w  (HollibPugh and Boolh, 1981). Dinoflagellale3 and other 
WATER COLUMN STABILITY 
I I 
Hgum 13. Temporal variability ill water column stability (m-') on the Grand Banks. 
The horimntal line indial$% the mean value for lhe month; lhc venial bars show 
b e  range of valuer. 
forlnr wilh low sinking r a t s  make d i i d m t  use of nitmgai regenerated as ammonia in 
thc stable surface layer. This regenerated ~ i t m g a  sustains phytoplanklon growlh until 
autumn rtorms increase the miring of n i t m  upward into the euphnic m e .  At this 
point, another b l m  may oecur. The satellke image for Sepmber shows alarge bloom 
cmtcred at about 47 N SCP W (Figure Id). The s h i p b a d  data indieate that this is mt 
a diatom btwrn, but was practically a punnrllure of Ledinofi~gellate Gymnodinfm sp. 
PRODUCTION BIOMASS-MRMALISEO PROWCTION 
MONTH 
a PKQDUfllON !#%%! P l l o D l l M I l  ElCMISS 
Flgure 15. Comparison between pmduction (mg C m" d-') and biomas-normdid 
produetion (mg C (mg Chir' d") over L e  mm on the Grand Banks. 
Even though Ihe standing cmpof phytoplanktonmd inlegrald pmdunion p a k d  
during May, biomass-nordired pmduction p!ed al even higher values in August and 
September (Figure 15). Thc data indieate the1 he dominant s p i e s  in late summer or 
early fall are probably dinoflagellates, and Ihe sug%wtion of Figure I5 is that thcrc 
presumed dinoflagellates may be more efticient d o n  fixem lhvl are the spring blmm 
diatoms. 
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One ofthe kcy fzztmsto be m r i d m d  during phylcplanLtw seasmrl -rim 
is all size, which presumably decreases Lmugh sueeesien. Such changer in  eel1 sire 
may be hnctionally impomt  rim s larger surface-to-volume ratio may hm higher 
nutrient u p m  rate. change rinLing rater. and affect rureeptibilily to mnrumns. 
Diatoms range from 5 lo 2W pm in sire. However, larger cells are iw mmmon in l ak  
suscurion. Nnnoplanklon (2 - 20 pm) carry out most phymplan!doton pmdunion (Mnlme 
to, "1.. 1979). and h o m e  mars pmminsnt lous in sucmrion. Therefore, when nuvienu 
srs rsnnvcd (early sueeerrion), L e  nnnoplankton arrauot for 5 - 20% of thcchlomphyll, 
and ulldcr rlnlifled summer mnditionr in  the water mlumn Oale rueasrim), 50 - 99% 
of the chlorophyll is due to nmaplankton (Hallagrasff, 1981). 
Thc CZCS K490 algorithm has been demonrtrald lo k mbust based on an 
analyril of in ritu optical pmlilw fmm widely disld ',led stations in L e  No* Pacific. 
thc Norlh Atlantic and the Omland  Sea (Mudler and Lmgs. 1989). It was 
encouraging to find that the diffuse light anmuation cctfiicient at 49hm (K490) on the 
Orand BanlLs is highly mmlatcd with the ateltih detectable dlomphyll (r'=0.91, 
n=63, p < O.OW1. Figure 16). This finding furlher rupportJ Ur gened mnciusim 
lhal K490 data could k "red far eharaoteriring water quality. The data on which the 
regression is baed =appear in Appmdir Table 6. 
Patterns in new-surface pigmat mncmtmion are W i a l e d  with the mlul ion 
o f  the spring biwm. Fint indications of the bloom were inshore, and the blwm 
developed "cry rapidly all over L e  G m d  Bank a1 the onwt of alratification in May. 
SATELLITE DETECT. Chl. (mg rn-3) 
F i p w  16. Diffuae attenuation mffleienl at 490 nm (K4W) versus satellib 
detectable chlomphyll (SDC) m Ule Grand Banks. 
Satellite and nutrient data sugget that the blmm war ulUmately stmnga offshore. 
Diatoms cornpired thedominant swim, but wne replaad by &r species tam In the 
m n ;  dinoflagdlates dominated an early fall blmm. As the sssn progressed, water 
column slrafification and stability (asrociated with surface tempmature) increased, and 
there was P fairly abrupt increase in lhcpmductim-to-biomass ratlo, @aps attrlbunble 
to a change in phytoptankton rpeier composition. 
CHAPTER 4. A SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODEL 
BASED ON SECONDARY VARIABLES 
4.1 IntlDduclloa 
Wrly primary pmduction nudell deveioped for satellite data relied on kn~wledge 
of pigment mncmlmim, light abwrptim and ineidcnt lighl in the water column. All 
Ihra: of these vadablw are closely relaled, and fou r  on the lighl hawling capacity of 
phylaplanktan. Searonal variability in these variabls has mulled inmnsiderable scatW 
in prediaians of annual primary pmduction. 
Mastempideal appmaches forpredicting primary pmductiondepnd on a mnslant 
relatlmship between chlorophyll and primary pmduction. Howewr, this relaion ran 
vary (Harrim and Platt. 1986) as a function of facmn w h  an light level, nutrients, and 
mixing mess. Therefore, semndary variables have been inwstigsled for their possible 
ulillty. Algorilhrns which include sea surface temperabe along with chlorophyll, for 
example, aca tn l  far the variability in predicled valves of p m d u c h  (Balch er ol., 
1989~). However, Campbell and O'Reilly (1988) found that, although SST and PAR 
were mrdaled to pmductivity on a temporal scale, lhdr data within cruises were 
uncomlaled. Thenfox, they wne unable to use the relalionship betwen SST and 
pmductivity. 
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4.2 h p o n a n a  of seonda~y ssriabla 
Improving the predictive upability of t mi analytical algorithms far remme 
xnsing o f  primary pmductiw will depend on the accuracy of variables such as quinlum 
yield and chlorophyil-specific light abmrptim (Web er or., 1989b). These panmezcn 
vary s a function of species, deph, and light hinory, and I h y  mnlribute to a large. 
unexplained variance in xmi-analytical models. LDcd algorilhms which includc 
lernpsralure &orm well and ovl account for cansiderablc variance in primary 
produdion. Therefon the vinueaf semi-analytical modelr is not their accuracy as mu, h 
as their applicability to any waler mars. 
Thechallenge, however, liesinutiliri .gparameterr besid~lpigmntconccnlrallon 
that can be derived via satellite snd that provide new informaliar about primary 
production. Therefme L c  u x  of variables besides pigmat concentmion to impmvc 
primary pmduetivity prediction mnltutes a new chailage wnth investigating an Ihe 
G m d  Banks. 
Three rsondary variables horn the Grand Bank3 shiphard data (water column 
stability, sea-surface temperatun, and the remote xnsing optical depth) were used far 
predicting integralpmdudw. Relationdipsamong thex variables were investigated for 
the p u p s  of predicting the integral chlorophyll in  the water mlumn. Some of Ihc 
important questions addresxd in this Chapter are: 
1) How is =-surface tempaahlre dated ta water miumn s!ability on the Grand Banks? 
2) How are water column mbility and remote sensing optical deplh r r l d  to inlegrnl 
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chlomphyll in the water mlumn7 
3) Can ulimated integd ehlomphyli be used to pndid pmduaion on Ulc Grand bh? 
4.3 CO~PUIPIIO. of secondmy vsrisble 
Vmini stability of be. water column (VS) war computed fmm lhe relation 
where (A q / A z) is the surface to 50m grsdient in sigma-I (Anderaon and Gardner. 
1986). Valuw of thermosterlc anomaly, the anomaly of sp i t i c  volume with the 
weondary pressure e&Ui neglwlcd, wsn uVspalsted from vrdlsal lstim plm. A 
mnvenion was used for equaling Lnmosteric anomaly to sigma-I. A urntour interval 
of lhermosteric anomaly of 20 clhon is equivalent top contour interval of 0.21 sigma-t 
uniIs. 
The diffuse light amuation coefficient at 90nm wavelength (K490) was 
niculated using a sfnlistical relationship presented by M o d  (1988) (Chaw 2; equation 
2.n. 
GLM pmcedure (SAS 1985) war used to tit linear rrgmsion mdds. Residuals 
fmm the models were examined for paterns by the m W  &Draper and Smith (1981). 
SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE (OC ) 
Rigurn 17. Sea surface tempramre n n v s  water column stability on the Gnnd 
Banks. 
4.4 Vwtirpl stability and integrsl hlompbyll 
Water column stability (VS) in the Grand Banks data was a linear function of rca 
surface temperature (SSP (Figure 17). The level of explained variance war high and 
iignifieant($ = 0.86, n = 173, p < 0.0001 ), and the regrwrion quatian war 
VS = -7.45 + 4.002 SST (4.2) 
The data appear in Appendix Table F. 
SST, VS and IIK4W wen normalired via logarithmic bmsfmation m achieve 
s normal dinributim of dam (SOW and Rohlf, 1981), and then wed to predict i n W  
ehlomphyll (IC) with an empirical linear rcgressiw equation. When SST was included 
in the qudon. the model muld uplain about 96% of the varipnw in IC. Thedata wen 
also anzlysed using only VS and llK490 as irdependcnt vnriablu in a multiple npssion 
to estimate IC. About 96% of thevariance in IC w l d  be aplaibxl by VS and liK490 
(9 = 0.96, n = 50, p c 0.MX)I). The regrusim model obtained using both mciabtes 
WdS 
Eqmion 4.3 was chmlred fer part-whole conelation effects due m the fset that 
K490 was estimated using mcan euphotic chlomphyll (eq. 2.7). The mmhtion W e e n  
lo&(lC) and lo&(l/K490), depends on the degrec of cornlation ktum lo&(VS) and 
lo&(llK49l) and nd @islDd as ds~crikd by Sakd and Rohlf (1981). Thepan-whole 
correlation war 0.78, indicating that theexplained variancein equation4.3 was still quite 
high and could be ursd to Mimate integral chlmphyll pfta eliminating the pan-whole 
effects. 
Remotely-scnsed data to derive integral chlorophyll UC') had to be simulated by 
using shipboard measured values ofVS and llK490 in equstion 4.3. SST can be =led 
n 
from NOAA-AVHRR and K490 hom Nimbus-7 CZCS satellite snson. 
Water wlumn rlability, which is a function of SST, can be pmdicud with 
sufIicimlseeumcy from equalin, 4.2. This is bsrvs of the high I-' obtained in equation 
4.2 from the G m d  Banks dam. VS Is the p f e m d  variableas it partly eliminates thc 
seasonal variations of SST. 
The simulated integral ehlomphyll (IC') values fmm quation 4.3 wnc used its 
a model to estimate integral pmduclion (IP'). The v n l w  of IP' were then wmpred to 
shipmeasured values of primary pmduetion on the Grand Bank. 
4.5 TePt of the  Model 
The mod& utilipr remoldy sensed pigmnt coneentmion (IC') to infer the 
potenlial cubon fixed by phyloplankm. A simple solution (Smilh u ol.. 1982) mnrista 
of assuming a constant pmponimllity between Earbon fixation per unit of chlo present 
within the euphotic m e  and lhe PAR at the sea surface. This leads to an estimation of 
thephmmynthetieally stored energy VSR) within the euphotic m e  (Morel, 1978: Plau. 
1986) 
PSR = PAR 1C' 16' (4.4) 
when PAR @in m.' 8') is the p b y n t h e r i d l y  available radiiion, 1C3(mg (chlo) m') 
is the estimated inlegrat chlorophyll, and (6' (m' (mg chi).') is the crnsrrrcti~n for 
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photosynthesis. A mean valueof f (= 0.05 mX(mg chip') w a d  in hemodel. lhis 
man value cornsponds m the value proposed by Morel and Berthon (1989) fmm fieid 
cxperimenls far tmphie category "c" bsled an pigment mncentration. 
Morel and Bahon (1989) and@ about 40W "Enid pmfllcs of pigment (&la 
+ p W )  and defined trophiccategoric~ fa most waters, including L e  Antarclic, bawd 
on pigmentconcalmtion within themrfam layer and togl pigment in Leeuphaticlayer. 
Therefore, their relationships were b a d  on a wide variety of water t yps  including the 
tmpicai, temperate, and Anarctic watem. Hence their relationships based on lrophie 
eategoriu should be very rebut. Values of surf= layer and mlalpigmmtancentration 
in the Grand Banks region agree well with Morel and Bnthon (1989) tmphic category 
"em. Thus a mean value of 0.70 for p, the d o  of &la to (chla + phsmn), is used 
here. p accounts for the active chlomphyll pigments in IC', a fraction that is normally 
I w  than 01s tolal chlorophyllous pigments sncaunterrd in eoaslal warns. 
To derive an equation to pnrlid integral pmduction from equation 4.4, which 
estimates the phomgnthetidly st& radiant mcrgy in the warn miumn, the quantum 
yield for photosynthssi~ has to be indudd. In biooptid modeb, the a m t  
maximumquantum yield is vepted a a m s m t ,  wmmonly accepted t o t o i m a t e  0.1 
mol C Eia' if an a:CO, ratio of unity is asumed. 
Morel and Berthan (1989) ur a factor (1139) which mmspondr to L e  fiwtion 
of Img of earbon for a storage of 391 of PAR. However, a value of 1200 mg C Eiti' 
(= 0.1 mol C Eiti') h a  been used for quanNm yield, 4, assuming the ratio 4:CO, is 
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unity. This value wmea fmm an avlier andpis of data on the O d  Bank (Chapler 
2; Plasad el 01.. 1992). Thuefom, quation 4.4 can be rewritten as 
IP' = 4 PARp IC' 6 (4.5) 
whue IP' (mg C m' b') is the predicted integral pmduction. Simulated IC' v a l m  fmm 
quation 4.3 w u s  used in equalion 4.5 along with a m s m l  value of qvantum yield for 
carbon fixation to predict primary pmdmion. Figure I8 shows the plot of obw-vd vs 
predicted pmduction. The predicled valves come fmm equation 4.5 and the obmed 
values wen fmm direct masurementr made on board the n d  vessel. The gmdna. 
of fit was satisfactory (Z = 0.83, n = 66, p < 0.W01). 
4.6 ApplimbUity dIhe laodd 
The utility of SST and pigment maps fa estimating produetion o w  the Grand 
Banks s h m  pmmise. Now that the u x  of $atellitss to measure SST is an established 
qmational practice, it is worthwhile widering these data in exlraeting informvion on 
the v e n i a l  distribution of rmbility and pigment wnentrntion in conjunction with 
satellite- derived pigment mps. 
%timation of IC' is critical in the model pmporsd. There may be a neod to 
quantify the impact of nownifamity in the vmical b i o m s  on production in 
oligotmphicwaters. In the Chand Banh data w, IC hm been determined fmm dixnte 
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a g m t  went. Finally, the tmphic categories d c t i d  by Morel nnd Bnthm (1989). 
fmm pigment mnmVslion were highly useful, as their values permit the use of 
appmpriate values for f and p in the model. 
Tk results also show that VS is a function of SST. The impomcc of VS and 
llK490 in utimating integral chlomphyl' is well demonstrated. Temporal varialions in 
llK490 coincide with changes in IC, that is optical depth dec& with inc- in 
ohlomphyll w?cenhatim as the spring bloom developed fmm lanwry into May (Pigwe 
19). K490 mean and standard deviation valuer from CZCS data have helped in defining 
the optical properties of wafer mas=. This is key to revealing the biological st~uctvn 
of the water column, especially in Case 1 (Chapter 3, W i o n  3.3.1) w a r n  whcm 
phymplanLtoncellr and asdated pmdustsan thcanly importantdetminmu ofopticnl 
pmpeaies. 
Agwd estimateof IC' allowspralictim of production with greater precision than 
has been possible with other semiempirical model*. Simvlianmur assimilation of SSP 
and llK490 into one model for predicting log (IC) (equation 4.3) demonstmes thc 
usefulness and need for a thermal channel in future ocean mlor sensors. Thermal data 
can be mnsidend a key to both be physical and biological slructun of the water 
mlumn. 
OBSERVED 
Figure 1.3. Obselvcd -US predicted values of pmduction (mg C ma b') on the 
Grand Banks. Predined valuw are hom equation 4.5. Line is least-quare linrar fit. 
depths. Verlical pmfilw of chlomphyU mneentntion (mg m.9 show subsudacc peaks 
in the upper portion of Ihe water mlumn in some slations during May (peak spring 
blwm), Sampling at fixed depths m&w -ding of n m w  chhrophyll m i m a  
diflicult. Continuous ampling by chlomphyil f lunweslu wuld certainly d& these 
peaks. Parameleriralian of the acWI pmfiles b a d  an Ihe mean pigment wneenlratian 
within the euphotic layer (se Mad and Benhm. 19.39) muld m l v e  Ys problem to 
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REMOTE SENSING OPTICAL DEPTH 
O JAN FEE MAR APR MAY J U N  JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
MONTH 
Fl#ure 19. Temponl variation in mote  sensing oplid deplh (IlK490) (m) by 
month. Horimntal liner indirate the mean value for Le month and bars show the 
range. 
4.7 Summary 
TheGrand Banb arc mbjubjst l o  marked rrpwnd wmb, ore of the mmt dnmalic 
being the spring blaom of phytoplanltm (Chapter 3; Pralad and Hardrich, 1992), and 
t h e  must be taken inm m u n t  in remote-wring models. Vuiancc in models of 
relationships behvcen envimnmenfli mremcws and primary pmduction m be r e d u d  
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through the u* of &mates which Urmselelves vary with the Jeawn, and by 
paramclerking certain physiological proprtia of the phytoplanldon. 
The maximum quanNrn yield is n very important parameter. Any fpcm that 
reduce quantum yield will reduce the production &mates of biooptical models, a 
~ilualian which an result in pmr a-ent of calculated with measured values (Smith 
EI 01.. 1989). h the Orand Mks, spmnal changes in light absorption and in the 
clfieiency of light utilization by phytoplauan affect quantum yield aignifmtly (Pr;uad 
and Hollibaugh, 1992). The possibility of using variablu Mha than Pgmmt 
eoncentmiion derived fmm s~el l i tes  holds promise. 
This a m  of rrPcarch neds more fwus a. armmcy in b i w p t i d  algorithms is 
a current limitation. The loss in accuracy can be sttributal mainly L the lack of 
knowledgeabout thephMoaaapti~e pram- in thespatial and Iempnal d e .  Chap- 
5 deals with s-nal variability in two impntant phyloplankbc pholdeptive 
parametem, the quantum yield for photosynlhcsis and the chlomphyll-spific light 
absarplion. 
CHAPI'ER 5. PKYSIOWGICAL FACTORS 
OF IMPORTANCE IN PRODUCI'ION ALGORITHMS 
5.1 Quantum yield lor photwjrtthhrsis 
Satellite-based estimates of orran pmductivily are limiled by t k  inherenl inability 
of passive remole sensors to m l v e  vsrialion in wnical scale (Campbell and O'Rcilly 
1988). Therefore, lolowledge of inkgrated pigment concentralion and iU vcniesl 
distribulion is requid for light pmdudon models (Plalt and Salhyendranalh. 1988). 
However, temporal and spatial requiremens for monitoring marine photmynthesis can 
be met only by satellites, and thus UKIB i9 a need to parameterize Pdqtalely various 
physiological p m s e r  which mnlml the light-hamesting and phatmynlkticapabiliticr 
of algae. Although it has born possible to parametniz the physical factors acsuratciy. 
the physiological faclorr remain elusive (Morel, 1991). However, then is an internal 
asraciali~n belween the bulk pmpenier malured on shipboard (inlegraled pmduction of 
the euphotic mlumn) and the in vitm phyliological pmputiw of the phytoplankton. 
Due to spatid and temporal variations in the photochemical pmpenics of 
phytoplankton, photognlhair in the sea is dificull to dwribe with one formulation. 
H o w ,  with Ihc advent of mkllite remole sensing and Lhc awjlabiiiq.of a m o u 9  
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quantities of data on pigment distributions in Lhe oeesn, a substantial efkm has been 
made to develop a simple, general algorithm lo relate pigment mnmuation lo primary 
productivity (Eppley d ol., 19s;  Perry, 1986; Platt, 1986, W s h  et of., 1989~; Pnsad 
el or., 1992). 
Even thaugharlngie, biomass-spcific photosynthesis (PJ w i n a d i c e  mcurve, 
specified by parameters with biophysical meaning, is able lo describe ph&ynthesir of 
a marine diatom over a very bmad range of mnditinns, i t  cannot be wncluded lhat 
artain pmpmier oflhephatoehemical mechanisms of the diatoms, such as chiomphyil- 
specilic abmrplion meficient, chlorophyll-spsific cmesrelion Pnd maximumquanhlm 
yidd, are invariant. Bsause rhe maximum nte of phoUlrynlherls (assuming rhere is no 
photoinhibition). Psn, the photasynUletic eficienoy. a, and lhs light satuntion panmeter, 
I., arc known l o  vary with ghwth wndilions (Harrison and Platt, 1980; Osbome and 
Gcider. 19%). the phofochemieal paramen will s l ~ a  vuy. 
The optical properlien of tho eupholic layer and the availability of PAR at depUl 
am mechanistically linked Lo phytoplmWon production (Smith er uf.. 1989). The 
estimation of plant biomasr fmm the optical pmpenier of -water has been relatively 
successful using simple regmian methodology andlor wmizmpirical models (Bmwn 
el ol.. 1985). However, this a-ch o f  relating biomass lo praduction suffers from a 
large variance in theassumed wvariabilily bcrvesn incident PAR and the quarturn yield 
of photosynthesis (Eppley a d.. 1985). Thus the variance o b m e d  is due to the fact 
lhat phytopiankton biomau and pmduetion rnfu can be difiermtially regulated by the 
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availability o f  nuvienu and ndiant mcrgy in the uppr ocean, and Ulue an in turn 
determined by the physid, biologid, md oplieal pmpenie3 of thewater wiumn. Tix 
variance in the modelling of nlalion$hip bet- key envimnmeng panvnelen and 
rimary pmduction can be reduced thmugh the use of rusandly variable e3limatcr 01 
q m N m  yield ofpholllsynlhesinand Uu spcificabbsorptiw eacfflcienUofphylqplanktan. 
Sosik and Mitchell (1991) rvggerted that, f n  the absorption of light in the blue 
region of Le elstmmagnelic spec(mm, the && variability war equally prtilioned 
b a w m  psckage effeels (non-uniform dirtribvtion of pi~ment within cells) and pigmcnl 
wmporilian. Allhough theabsorption pmpenics of phmplankllln gmvnlly vsry by leps 
than threefold (Morel u al., 1987; Sathyendranalh a r k .  1987; Campbell and O'Rcilly, 
1988), thcquantum yield of pholasynthuir can vary up lo 10-fold (Kishino u ol.. 198% 
Campbell and O'RdUy. 1988). 
Bmhw and Mnsl(1992) have demansmted the imw lanu  of lhe maximum 
quantum yield and chlorophyll w i f i c  abrnption by phylqplanh in pmduetion 
models, md o f  wing wnstant values ar the p"nciple cauls for deviation betwoen 
mawred pmduction values md those predicted from remote senping dam. 
Themfore, i t has b r a  necessary la u m i n e  the walrmll variabiiily of qwtum 
yidd. +,and the absorption meffieient of phyfqlanklan, ~ C h l " ,  on the G m d  BMkI 
and p m n t  ertimalu of Uleir monthly means far use in primary pmduclion modcls. An 
attempt has been made to idenlify pnib le fmon mpanribls for the scam24 variance 
in ~ C h l - '  and &and 0 determine the relationship Mwm surface incidenl PAR (U 
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and normalized qquantum yield. 
5.1 'meoly nnd cllkulatlorl oT quantom )rUd 
 he th-tical limit for m i m u m  quantum yicldofphotosynuluis(+~ is0.125 
mol C Eir' (i.e. 8 quanta per m d d e  of CC$ raluced), assuming a photosynth&c 
quotient of unity. In bio.optiral models, the apparent 6- is Vealed a a canwant that 
is eemmonly aceeplsd to approximate 0.1 mol O2 Ein" or 0.1 mol C Ein-' if a 
temperature-independent 4 : C 4  ratio of unity is assumed Vanada. 1951). This 
approximation of 0.1 mol C Bin" is due to the fact that the quantum yield far gmwing 
natural assmblages of phytoplankton a l l s  ean never ex& this value, even unda id& 
growth conditions (Kirk, 1983). This assumplion holds when thc "C primary pmduclion 
mclhod i s  used m measure gross phorooyntheds. A phowsynlhetic quotimt > 1.0 may 
rcsult from allemaion in photosynthstc pathways, nument depletion, or light stress, and 
all ean act lo lower maximum quanNm yidd twofold to threefold (Pelerson elof., 1988). 
Kicfer and Milcheil (1983) &wed thal nutrient uptake &s muld a d e q w l y  describe 
the irradiince depend- of maximum quantum yield and w i d e  an adequate &mate 
of light-limited gmwth for a marine diatom. 
The quantum yield is eonmlled by w e d  facton in the aquatie cnvimnment. 
The principle faclon are the light harvesting capacity of p h y t a p l a n h  at r e d u d  
rubsurface irradiances and the high urbon fixation capacity of phytopladdm per unit 
ehlomphyll at maderate idanfe. Quantum yield can also be affected by incmam in 
&I 
i d i a n e e  which ran lead lo phmoinhibilim. i f  nutria& are na limiting, lhe quantum 
yield Wueela~c lo UK euphnic d e w  may reach the maximum qvanlum yield (i.e.. &, 
x 4 3  However, Ur 4- MI= will ulain 4- at P depth e l m  D the surface under 
conditions of lighl ratunlion (Campkll and O'Reilly 1988). The mean values fw walcr 
mlumn quantum yield and he  phytoplanltn, abrorp(ian coefficienl s,Chl", along wilh 
integral chlaophyll (IC) and lhe PAR at Ur surfsa (U. should prsdicl B e  inlegral 
pmduction (IP) as MI-: 
Reamging quation 5.1 (as in C s m ~ l l  and O'Rcilly, 1988), I imiu t k  rlghc 
hand side of the equation to messursd variabln. Campbell and O'Reilly (1988) use the 
nolation &, Ute ehiomphyll-npecific diffuse attenuation axfficient far PAR, instead of 
my notation, ~ C h l " ,  the chlorophyll w i t i c  abwrplion eoefftcimt. In lhis Casc. 
~ C h l "  is a man appmprisfe nastian Ban &, because ncalleml lighl i s  not used for 
phomchemisvy (?mad and Hollibsugh, 1992). 11 follows lhsl 
where P, is pmduclion at depth r, C, is the chlomphyll canantration a deplh z and I. 
is the PAR at depUl z. The nt lo on Ule right is kwwn as Be photognBEtic yield 
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(Morel, 1978). N n m a l i d  by the Uuorelicsl maximum, i.e. 4, = 1,200 mg C 
Ein ', equation 5.2 bsom 1 
Equation 5.3 was vsed toestimate the normalired phmsynthetk yield (Campbell 
and O'Reilly, 1988) a the r u b ,  5 m, 10 m, 20 m, 30 m, and the I %  light level 
&pthr at every slation f n  all G m d  Bank emirs (see section 2.4 on sampling). Instead 
of asuming b = +-. at the thnr lowcpt sampling dcpUls (20 m, 30 m, and 1% light 
icvci depth) for computing~Chl", thisvalue war computed with respn to depth using 1 
the quantum yield value (= 0.06 mol C Br') suggwtrd by Banaim (1974). i I 
! 
5.3 Spatial var~abi~ity or quantum yield j 
8 
Normal id qmtum yield varied considerably in the water column. A depth-wi* 
fquency distribution of quantum yield revealed a marked miability o fqChV1  +,J& 
1 
I 
and ~ C h l "  on the Grand Banks. Histograms of ~ C h l "  &I+.,, ffor each sampling 
dcplh are p-led in Figure 20 a-f. Figure 20 s to d show l b t  mart normalized 
quantum yield valuesue .5 0.W1. %re isashiftin thedis~bution ofwChl.' M+. 
toward lower vslueo in the upper 20 m which suggests the omma of frequent light 
saturation. There is a gradual shin in Ule quanNm yield values to the 0.01 to 0.1 range 
fmm 20m to the I %  light level d m .  This could indieate Lhal the radiation d l i m i o n  
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ficiency of the phytoplanklm is higher at depth Lan in the su* layers W i n g  lo 
higher quantum yield valuer. 
The chlomphyll speeifx absorption memsicnt (a,ChP1) also varied with depth. 
Valuer of ~ C h l - '  showed a twofold to threefold i n c m  at Ulc buc of the euphmic 
m e .  The m m  valw fmm the Grand Bmks wsr0.015 m' (mg Chl oY', mnsislnrt r i l h  
reporad values for ~ C h l . '  of0.007 Lo 0.027 m' (mg Chl a)-' (Campbell md O'Reilly 
1988). The analysis wu repeated fa data fmm d i f f c~n t  mmthr md fw dilfercnl 
sampling deplhr. Results appear in  Table 4 %g. 
Figure M a. Histaram of n d i d  Ryre 20 b. Hial%ram of normalid 
phalorynlhelic yield a 0 m dqU~. phololynlhaic yield at 5 m depth. 
ngum P r. Hiwogmm of normalis& ~ y r e  10 d. Histognm of d i z d  
photosynthetic yield at 10 m depth. phoUrsynlhCtiC yield st 20 m depth. 
R p m  20 e. Hislogram of nrrmslind Pipre M 1. Hismgram of namalired 
photosynthetic at 30 depth. pholwynthmic yield at the 1% light level 
depth. 
Table 4a. Summuized shipboard darn fmm Ute Grand Banks Hihid US Survey for 
a, Chl-I +&,. &I+,, and a,Chr'. R.V. Met# cruir 80M03. April 1980. Number 
of stations = 49. 
Table 4b. Summarized shipboard data from the Grand Banks Hibemia EIS Sulvcy for 
~ C h l - '  +&., +&-, and ~ C h l - ' .  R.V. Meto crviw WMO5, May 1980. Number 
of stBIion~ = 76. 
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Tabh 4c. Summuid shipboard dala from the G d  Banks H i h i a  EIS Survey for 
+ Chl ' +a,, +J4-, and +, Chl'. R. V. Mera cruise WM07, June 1980. Number 
or slalionr = 76. 
Table 4d. Summlized shipboard dala fmm L e  Gmd Bulb H i h b  EIS Survey for 
A Chl' &J+-, +J+-. and % Chl.'. R.V. M a  cruise 80MO7, Idy 1980. Number 
ofslations = 26. 
Tab* 4e. Summarired shipboard &la fmm the G m d  Banb Hibernia EIS Survey for 
a, Chl" +.J+-, m,l+,, and Q Cnl-'. R.V. Mem cruise 80Mll .  Augusl 1980. 
Number of stattons = 20. 
Tsbk 4f. Summarized shipboard data fmm the G m d  Bank8 Hibemin EIS Survey for 
a, Chl-' +,J+-, dJ+m, and % Cht'. R.V. Mero cruise 80M13, September 1980.  
Number of slattans = 81. 
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Tabk 4g. Summarind shipboard data fmm the G m d  Banks Hlbernia EIS Survey for 
a, Chl-' C d L .  QJO-, and a,. Chl-'. R.V. Mero wise  80M14, Nmwnbu 1980. 
Number of slations = 77. 
The concentration of photwynthedc pigments in the mnrinc emimnrnent is 
dcpcndont an the species mmpositian and phcmdaptive stale of the phyloplanhn. 
Tables 4 a to g give the depthwise values for normalized quanlvm yidd and the 
chlorophyll specific absorption coeflidmla on the G m d  Banb dong with their mean 
and slandard deviation values. It can be sem from the Tables that ~ C h r '  which is 
normally treated as a mnstant in pmduction models, is highly variable. The iavv mean 
values of ~ C h l - '  wece seen in April and AugW. Highest value of ~ C h l . '  occuned 
during November. The valua of w C h l l  pmgnrsively increase hum April up to June. 
This incrvae reflects the rapid evolutim of the spring blwm. ARer Jum themean value 
of wChV' slam to decreas. The vhlims in ~ C h l . '  depend on the phytoplanlrton 
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species camporition and sire. 
The larger net plan!Uon on the Gnnd Bnnb had iwe r  ~ C h l - '  (= 0 . W  m' (mg 
Chl a)'' (Table 4a), than the n m q h k l o n  which usually dominate during the patblmm 
seam (June-July) via species sueccssion. This value is mmpmblc b thc ~ C h l ' '  
estimatu obtained fmm Le Nnth Allmtic for net planklon. The ~ C h l "  increased 
during the poslblmm w o n  lo 0.018 m* (mg Chl a).' (Table 4c), an obelvation 
wnsirtcnt with "packaging" effects (Kirk, 1983; M m l  d ol., 1987), where the 
dirtributim of pigment within cells are not homogeneous and can influence the overall 
radiation sbsorplian and utilization chanctnistics of phytoplankton. 
High& mean value of O&,, warred during May, corresponding to be peak 
of the phytoplrnkton spring bimm, and the lows1 mgn value oecumd during 
September. This variation in +&,clearly fcflects the lighl harvMing capacity of the 
phytoplankton. The PAR levels during May are about three times higher than the PAR 
levels during Seplember. It is interesting to note that values of QJ+- are variable both 
as a funelion of depth and of month. Therefore, uealing the maximum quantum yield u 
a constant in pmduction models m y  mull  in either underestimation or ovcresIimation 
of the predicted values. Certainly, however, it is i n m m t  to treat +.,, as s conwnt in 
fcmMe sensing dgorithmr. 
Figure 21 shows U. dominance of the 10-20pm s i a  phytoplankm mntributing 
to the phyloplmklon carbon @g I') during pak spring bloom on (he Oland kks.  Tho 
dominanec of net plankm in the spring may aceounl for the Iowa ~ C h l "  distribution 
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al that timeof t h e m ,  an obmation EMri~lent with Malone c t d .  (198)) for the New 
l!ork Bight am in the Northwest AUanb. Mean values of & s h o d  a twofold to 
sirfold msmal "ariatian fmm spdng thmugh winter. 
The varinbilily in %ChV1 can also be stm'buted to changes in lhc abundance of 
accessory pigments relalive to chl a (Sathyendmath er or., 1987; B e r m  et a t ,  1989). 
However, Ridout and Morris (1988) have s h a M  that the relative pmprlionl of Iota1 
chlampigmnt lo total camtcooid remained almw mstant throughout the period of the 
blmm. I do not have the earntenoid:chlomphyll mios for my sludy pried to suppon 
any views concerning the influence of the accessory pigments in wChV' variability. 
5.4 Estlrnalion 01 ~nmn quanNm yield 
Estimation of the mean quanam yield for the water column requires bowledge 
of tho mean water mlumn phympiankton ab~wplion caeffcimt ~ C h r '  and the water 
column light utilization index ) (Campkll and O'Reiliy 1988). Value of $ computed 
during an earlier analysis m the G m d  Bank (Chapter 2; Prasad d ol., 1992) were used 
in the prewnt analysis. & wa; computed as 
If mean valm of ) (= 1.037 mg C (mg Chla).' m' Eis') and ~ C h l ' '  (= 0.015 ma 
(mg Chl 0)'') for the Grsnd Banh are used in equation 5.4. +c ir computed L k 318.0 
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Figum21. Phytoplanbnduring peaspring b l m  (May) indicatinglhedaminmce 
of 10-20 rm size class. 
mg C Eir' or 0.26+-, somewhat highu than the factor of 0.1 s u g g d  by Plat1 
(1986). 
Platl(1986), in his analysis to estimate the magnitude of $, mumu a quantum 
yield value of 0.1 mol C Eir' and a efficiency factor o f  10' mol C Ein-I. Aecnding lo 
his olculallonr the Ulnmodynamic dficicncy factor should be about 0.1. Further, hi8 
results suggest thal this factor is wnniatent enough for u s  as a mnsWt in prcduction 
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models. The d t t e  of +< fmm the Grand Bank (PI& extent Z8.W Lm3 WBJ however, 
even lower than u t i m t a  derived fmm the Atlantic mtinenlal shelf (= 0.4+-: 
Campbell and O'Reilly, 1988) obtained fmm shirbard data w l l aed  over n large areal 
exlent (250,KKl km3 and under m n e  vsriable a~~nogmphic mndition A d  u t a t  of 
the study area may bean fsmr in the variability and magnitude of $. This muld be due 
lo thc hct that radiatim utilization efficiencies and Ule speiflc absorption mdficknts 
of the phytoplankton m o d  on the ~ p e i u  wmposition of the study -. 
5.5 PAR and nomaliked quantum ykld 
Cruise m-r of &I+, wxeregmsaed againrlogtmnrfmed &value; (incident 
radiation) and fwnd lo be moderately m l a t c d  (r'= 0.70, n - 51, p C 0.M101). The 
regression equation obtained was 
The data on which this relationship is b a d  appear In A p d ' i  Table G. 
Figure 22 and equation 5.5 suggest lhat it may be pornibls lo predict 6c on the G m d  
Banks fmm incident light. 
I, (Ein rn-' d-l)  
Figom 22. Normalid quantum yidd versus incident radiation. 
5.6 Cooelusion 
S-al changes in the clficicncy of light utilization by phytophl'm, and 
vmiationr in light absorption M e i e n u  (Pigun Z), cam significantly cffm quantum 
yield valves (Figure 24). The light absorption ram of ph@planMon a p w  to mtml  
photosynthetic efficiency. panimlarly in the 1-r half of the cuphnic mne. For 
estimating primary pmduclian, the marimurn quantum yield, 0-, is il vny imporwt 
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Flgurr23. Tempnl valiationr h chlomphyll specific absorption urfficienton lhe 
Grand Banks. 
panmaer in phalosynthetle-idi (P-I) models, Therefore, fadocs that reduce 4, 
will reduce the pmductivily utimales of the biwptical models, a situation which could 
result in p r n  agreement with theUC valw (SmiL ct or., 1989). 
Rwnt w k  in UK Anmtic Ocean (Mitchdl and Holm-Flnmm, 1991) SugguU 
that pdictions using eumt mmMe mdng algoriUlms for pigment estimation may led 
to significant omrs due to d i l i r y  of r*ChF' snd relalive abundance of 
0 3 5 r  
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ngum 24. Tmpmal variations in m m  normalized quvlNm yield by month m the 
~ m d  Bulks. The value for May wrresponds to the peak spring blmm. 
phytoplanh and nher absorbing ~natcrial in the luster column. The value.. prernlcd 
hen will allow fine tuning of satellite =mob sensing algorithms by incorpaating 
mmlhly effects of & and qCh1.' on L c  Grand &uk. E q d o n  5.5 allows a 
reawnable pndictim capability for 8. using ineident radiation valuer. 
CHAFlTX 6. CALCULATING PRIMARY PRODUCI'ION 
ON THE GRAM) BANKS 
6.1 Introduction 
The sleps involwd in m w n i n g  ocean color data to esliaates of integral 
pmductim have k n  difficult to pafonn due to scveql factors. T k  include the 
satellite being able B m e  Qigment only in  be top attenuation length (m approximately 
the 37% light I w d  dcph), variation in L e  ratio of phacWgmenu to chlmophyll a. 
variation in the phylaplankan Epecies composition and variation in phytoplankton 
physiology. 
The e m  in deriving infmation fmm deeper than one attenuatim length is 
further i n c m  by aubsvrfaee chlomphyll mexima, and requires gmdoctim models to 
llke their cffectr into account. One mlvtion is to assume a uniform chlnophyll profile 
(Plat. 1986). However, emn analyses indicate that L e  maximum enor i n c u d  by this 
vwmptim can be as high as 90% or less of the enimate of integral biomass 
(SathyendmnaUI and Pi?it. 1989). 
Olhcr mahds fm estimating integral chlorophyll from surface pigmenu have 
inwlved intcgraPing pigments over ePeh optical depth and plotting this vs opted depUl 
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(Balch o or., 19Sb3, and normalizing UK depth pmf i lu  of chlomphyll w the depU1- 
dependent variance in pigment mccnoaIion ( M m l  and Bmhon. 1989). Morel and 
Bmhon (1989) have shown that the imulated, satellitcderivcd, pigment mncnlntion 
(analogous La satellite detectable chlomphyll in P d  el a!., 1992) is wellsnrrl~ted lo 
actual integral pigment conunlnlion. The term 'simulated' is uad by Morel and 
Benhan -use they usd ship- pigmenIdala w compute the pigmenlmcentntim 
which would have been dctecled by the saleilite wnsar. Their studics, involving 
earnlalions behwen simulated, satellite-&rid, pigmenl and intcgni pigment a 3MO 
stations in the Mst African upwelling region. the Medil-ean, Ssrgauo Sea, and tho 
Anraretic, resulted in a m l a t i m  coefficient (+) of 0 .W far low Ialiader. 0.869 for 
moderate latitudes, and 0.930 for high latitudes. Their analyles included data fmm a 
wide variety of water l y p ,  making hei r  re~uiln quite mburt. They suggest Ih l .  
although surface pigments may na always be mmlatcd with inqrpl  pigmcnl. the 
average relationship is well-defmed and highly signifieanl. Maximum dative m r  of 
lhe Morel and Benhon (1989) relationship was 30% (Balch cl a!., 1992). Campbell 
and O'Reilly (1988) npnted lhal Jatellitc chlomphyll wan highly mda tcd  with Ihe 
m m  euphotie chlomphyll. Their relationship had an ?of  0.93. 
The sovm of emr may be variable over time and rpsce and Ulenfore pose 
challenge before any enleulations of pmdwtivity an be attempted. However, Bzich a 
01. (1989b, 1992) and Mnel  and Benhan (1989) indicate that oligwDphic regions 
presenl lhe biggest challenge in calculating i nq ra l  pigment cmuntntim using ~ W i i t e  
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data Fonunately, the G m d  Banks is one of the mom eutrophic of the scan =ions. 
My eslimate of primary produnion on thc Grand Banks has invnlved 
investigation into Ik relationships befween phyloplankton and other rnvimnmental 
variables through a sene. of interelsled step$. Chapla I reveals Le necd for 
amognphic remnc wnsing in general, and especially on the G d  Banks where ship 
rurvcys are never synaptic for mimating primary production. Chapm 2 p-Ui a 
semi-empirical model f a  eslimdng primuy produelion, and svgguts lhe need for 
evalualion of parameters such as quantum yield of pholosynlhuis. Chaprcr 3 provides 
an annual picture of t k  spring phytoplanklon blmm on Lc Banlo wing ratdlite and ship 
data. A shipto-satellite ealibmtian is presented for this cold mid-latiwde region for 
ulimating Jatellite chlorophyll. Chapter 4 demonstratcr the u r  of vuiablu other than 
saleliite chlorophyll (msurface ternpermre, water column stability and m t e  senring 
optical depth) in  estimating integral chlumphyll and, thenee, primary pmdunion. The 
need for the use of a t h d  channel alongside virible channels for simulmmur 
mapping of ocean color and tempenlure is demonrtr;ued. C h a m  5 NggesU that 
quanlum yield varies bMh spatially (vmiealiy)snd m p a l l y .  Agrvming quanwm yield 
as a eonstant muld lead to twofold lo threefold overwtimation of pmdunion. 
Finally, the present Chapter summarires the mulls i n  the fin1 fiw Chapten and 
ulilires the algorithm L estimate m a  monthly vduu of integrated chlomphyli and 
primary production on the Grand Banks. Such estimates csn pmvide W i n e  
information f n  pmgrams such as IGOFS whore focus is on the undersllnding of urban 
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cycling in wmld acunr. 
6.2 Conputstion of pradudion for the Gnnd BPnb 
Compuration of pmdwtion on Uu: Gmd Blnh involves the urc of I d  input 
variablblu. These an S t d l i t e ~ Q W e  chlomphyll, surface pigment within Lceuphotic 
me, PAR (phMosynthctically available radiation), and J: (chlorophyll w i S c  e m r  
section for phomrynthesi9. Computed quantum yield estimates for phywplank~m 
prasad and Hollibgh. 1992) are dso used in the male1 to reduce the variance in thc 
predicted pmductian values. Some of the methods used by Morel and Benhan (1989) 
were adapted far mmputing )'. 
Methods for calculzling h e  atcilite detectable chlamphyll. PAR. the water 
mlumn light utilization index, and integrated pigment have bra d i w d  in Chapler 2 
(sections 2.4.1 to 2.4.6) md dm in PrPlad d al. (1992). CslNlstionr of vnriablen not 
listed in Le above an given below. 
6.2.1 ERiming lC dimly 
Morel and Bcnhon (1989) p run t  empirical dationrhips D dculate IC (which 
they refer m as <&>)wing surfre chlomphyll (which they nfcr D as Gd.  My 
dmlated values of IC agree well wlth measured Mtues when M m l  and Benhon's 
(19S9) quation for well-mired w a n  is used. Fmm the O m d  h k s  dam, the 
empirical mlationrhip w 
where 88% d the variana ir explained and n = 54. IC values cakuhled by this 
qundon wrr used in the model fmertimting prirnsryprodunim on thc 0 4  Banks. 
If the mili le  obreruations hid not bsa zmilahic, I m i d  havend thequation fm IC 
calculated using secondary wisblw (Chapar 4, equalion 4.3). 
6.2.2 Cmpyl111ion of chlo&ll Sprdlc c m  section 
The chlomphyil rpciiic c m  mt im,  +', is q u i d  L run the light- 
phatorynthuir model (Morel and And*. 1991). +' has been consided a mrtant  in 
pmduclion models by some inwrtigalon (Platl. 1986; Malone, 1987). The value off  
is panly dependent on the tmphio megory, which i s  again a funelion of the chlnophyll 
mnscntration. The dependence of f holds good for chlorophyll vslves less than I mg 
m'. However, when w a r n  bsom more pmaunive (uaophlc), the Val- of 9' mds 
to &mas. The value of C is mare depndent on the m r k e  light field than it is on 
phMosynlhelic pigment levels. Thevalve of +.show adativeinmsc in high h t i ~ d w  
which may bc due lo laver light levels. Higher values of f are eharactaidc of low 
light levels (<0.5 MI mad-'). Thus low light Irvels and highervsluu of f mtribute 
lo low produnion. Vslueo repntsd for f range fmm 0.055 to 0.080 m' (g W for 
W N  (Morel. 1991). 
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The value of photoaynlhetically mred n d i i t  energy (PSR) (Morel. 1978) wm 
the euphotic depth is nerdrd for the ealevlstlw of J'. PSR is s function of 
phomrynthetidly available radiaim at the rurfaee, PAR', and the inwanted pigment 
mntent IC, as follows 
where FZ md PAR' an in MI ma C and IC is in mg m'. The daily inlegraled 
quantitier ars den& by lhe werbara (Morel, 1991). 
Morel (1991) nported m equivalence between ) (lhe light utilimtion inder af 
PaUmwskl, 1981) and J', as follows 
This relationship was based on values nponcd by Phtt (1986). His valw of S ranged 
from 0.31 lo 0.66 gC (g ehl).' (Ein m?'. Plan (1986) suggested that )was a relalively 
constant pramelm. Higher values, however, have been publirhed (c.g. Yoder el 01.. 
198s; Campbell and O'Reilly, 1988; hsrad ad., 1992). Compted values o f )  on the 
(hand Banks range fmm 0.432 m 3.708 ma (g chl).', equivalent m a rangc in J' of 0.07 
to 0.6 m' (g &I)-'. 
M o d  (1991) suggested Ulat the stability off in high ldhldu depends on the 
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rpeetnl quality of the light available at diffemt levels in h e  cvphnic m e  and on the 
day length, among other envimnmcntal influences. Therefore, paramelwi2ation of #' 
may be important in models that assimilate remotely-msed pigment for calculating 
production values. 
6.3 Psgnent distributiol! and evolution la the vppv layer 
Pigment dirlribution in the uppr layers of he Grand Banks is largely mnaolled 
by the evolution of the Jpring algal bloom. Ship and CZCS sakUite dam analysis 
suggests that the spring bloom during 1980-81 pgLed during May (Chapm 3; Prasad 
2nd Haedrich, 1992). Them wm rapid phytoplankton g m t h  within a fortnight 
beginning in April. CZCS imagery meals that the gmwth of phytoplankton was from 
inshore to the offshore region, and this growth w reflsted in the depletion of nitrate 
in the upper 50 m of the watv cdumn p igun  12). Warn mlumn stability varied 
considerably over the xawn on the Qnnd Emlw (Figure 13) and tend to mntml 
phytoplmtton growth indirectly. WaW column stability was assmiatd with sea surface 
temperature, and there was a positive earnlation between these two variables on the 
O m d  Bsnk (Chapter 4, d o n  4.4). Thuefm, once wm column stability wsl 
established and nilrate depleted, the mmpadtian of the phyloplanb changed. Instead 
ot'ths diatoms which d a m i d d u r i n g  Lhespring b l m ,  dinotlagellares and other forms 
with low sinking nm took aver. 
Spatially-averaged valuaof surface chlnophyll (mg ma) and pigmentwithin the 
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mph& lone VC) for lhe Nofi, Tail and entin Orand Banb splrar in Tabb 5. The 
Northern pen of UK Bankis defined as the ngion shave 46N and the Tail of the Banks 
as the regim below MU. This is an o p t i o n a l  definition. It means fhpt the rhipbwrd 
pxdmduwian stations from banxclr at 46% (7 stations X 8 cruises), 4TN (5 sfations x 
8 cruises) and 48.5Ti (3 stations X 8 ou i r r )  were used lo deermiw the Nnthem 
pmductian, and sfations horn the 44'N bansect (6 slationions x 8 cmisu) wen used lo 
deernine pmdunian on the Tail of the Banks (sea Figure I). Note that nM all stations 
were ravisited on every mi= .  
The Tail of the G d  Bank suppons mne  algal biomass on an annual basis per 
unit area than the No&. This is r e f l d  in SDC and IC, and also in higher annual 
carbon fixation ratu obtained hom Ole MI. Annual &on fixation rates for the entire 
Grand Bank are 193.56 g C nr2 yr' (Table 5). 
Table 5. Spatially averaged surfae pigment eoncenmtion (SDC), 
pigment with Ihe evphotic rom 0, and annual carbon fixation rates IP, 
as computed Imrn the model. 
Temporal ewlulion in the magnitude of lC for the Nnthem snd Tail region of 
the G m d  Bankn is shown in Pigure25. A sixteenfold ohange in IC is rnmuntersd from 
spring to win@, a reflection of the fact thu ovez 40 prcent of the annual production of 
phytoplankton on the Gnnd Banlo -n during the spring bloom Wollibaugh and 
Bmth, 1981). It is interesting to o b m e  that the Tail of the Grand Banh appesrs to 
support s highn m m  annual biomas than the Nofi. HOWeYa. the area mered by 
the shipboard observations and uEed in the dmlation in the NaU1e.m region is higher 
(1470 km') than that covered by the msects in the Tail region (570 ion'). This 
diszrepancy may be due to the fan that annual estimates of primary pmdudon were 
extrapolated fmm monthly valuer by spatial averaging. Therefore, there is more 
production ovedl  in the North wen though LcTaiI of Banks is moreproducfivepr unit 
a m .  The monthly mcans suggest a difference in the wtid and temporal Jeales of IC. 
The mean value compkd for IC amounU to ahwt 19.27 mg m-', in nlalion to a mean 
SDC valve of 0.418 mg m-' for the entire Gnnd Banks. 
The biota of the G m d  Banks is hemogcnmur seamally and spatially. The 
nonhrastem and southem pam of the Bank are distinct fmm one a~nther in gmundfish 
speeien composition and in the nature of their fmd webs (Gomes, 1991; Gomes u al., 
1992). The annual regimer of primary produnion that drive thes differences should be 
different as well, and dculations for the Northern pan and Tail of the Grand BanLs 
based on the model show that lhey are (Pigure 26). 
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6A Cancludoss 
The pxformance of rrni+mpi"cal algorilhmr should e a d  that of simple 
empirical rclatims in pmdicting integral production Fn a given lamtion, the "PJK" 
model, Uut is one Uut prSa~cts intcgrsl gmduclivity from Lmwlcdgc ol maximum 
phamsynthesis pa "nil chlomphyll in lhe wp optical depth and divldd by 
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Flguro 26. Calculald primary pmduuion on lhe nmhm and muthan (= Tail of 
the Bank) Gmd Banks, April m November 1980. Units are mg C ma day". 
the downward diffuse attenuation mefficicnt for wnlenglhs horn 400 lo 7M) nm e d ) ,  
seems to perform extremely well (see Platt and Sathyendranath, 1988). However, lhe 
P 8 K  model bas nwer beu, applied to large data sets. R-1 evaluation of various 
pmduaim algo"1hml by Balch ct aL(1992) indicam that Plgorithm wwly is not 
neceJlarily wmlatcd to pafbrmpnee, and thus the development of the P:IK model is 
On the Grand Banks it has bea mcounging Lo find a -able a g m e n t  
between predicted and mauvred produnion rates. This sueecu can be attributed to site- 
specific adjustments in the model parameters. Some of the siterpsificity is due la 
changes in the phyloplanWon species mmpositian and photo-adaptstion which remit in 
variatimr in physiological rrsponscs in light rbsorgtion capability (Bhaud 6111.. 1988). 
the maximum quantum yield for growth (Cleveland sol.. 1989; Pmad and Hollibaugh, 
1992) and light and tempemfire dependence of gmwth. 
One of L e  major Ehallengen thnt still -mains is the m o t e  estimation nf the 
photo-adaptive pram" fmm space for ure as input in production models. Future 
re-h endeavours should b u s  on the relationship among tempenare dependent 
p h o t d p t i v e p m e t c n  from remotely sensed data. SaWlite infnred data fmm the 
AVHRR smsor might allow derivation of P21K in surface waters h a d  an the 
trmpnture dependent relationship of Eppley (1972). 
Therefore, if the wliraey of remote =sing algorithms can be impmved by 
inmrpamting pigment, tempmture and lightdependent rmns (&zlch el al.. IW) ,  then 
primary production utimates fmm salellitw will b t  invaluable for undenmding thc 
carbon cycling in the wnld ocean, a principle objective of L'e JOOFS pmgnm md Lo 
Biological Oeeanognphic cnmmunily amund the world. 
My thesis ha% dearly dnnonmted Lat despite the q p m n t  diflieultia that face 
m t e  sensing in mid-IatiMe, clovdcwerrd anas, it is possible to urc satellite nmole 
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wring lo devel~p wnhblc pmduclion algorithms. This work represents a significant 
advance far manognphy in this am m d  h required calibration with synoptic 
shipbmrd data, the use of rsondsry *la, and the detaminntian and 
pametmiration af phymplankton physiology. 
The algorithms developed far LC Grand Ban& have been b d  on the CZCS dam 
and are appmpriate for use wiL dam from Mhcr snm. The m l t s  and algorithms 
perenled in this thesis will pmvide invaluable baseline information far pigmmlrarieval 
and production utimatiw for Le Grind Banks fmm the pmpovd wean calor senm 
(SraWiPS) on a regular synoptic basis. The algorithms can also bc usd with axan 
mlor data mllecled by airborne surveys, a more practical m a s  of ma lensing in 
rn such as the Grad Banks, whuc d d  mvcr is extensive. Data f m  airborne 
7.1 Introdudian 
My purpor has born lo investigate the pciatid snd Ule anilability of wean 
color dab! for satellite r e m a  sensing in the Grand Banks region, and, in particular, to 
develqappmachw andalgorithms wfu l  facalculating primary pmductian them. Ship- 
to-satellite diborlinu nn very rn for high latitude regions in general and there have 
been no previous attempts to derive there on the Grand Bulb. Lad calibmlion is 
impartant to ret the frawwak f a  satellite pigmmt d e v s l ,  and is the necessary first 
step before dgorilms for primary pmduction can be developed. Mnnsgunat of 
Newfoundland's man m u m s  require knowledge of the mtire mystem, and 
therefore the is an wpsial nerd to investigate the use of ocean &or remote rcnring 
and to develop site-apscifie algorithms for estimating primary produotiw on the Grand 
Bulks. 
7.2 Remote sawing as a awl 
Theimpod~ceof satellitemnote Jenlingsr a tool formcpluringand quantifying 
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m o g n p h i e  prmaws is well -imd. Sntdlile sensors aueh as the CaaUal Zone 
Color Sepnnu (CZCS) have provided mvlognphers with maps of algal pigmenu at 
temporal and spatial luln not possible with Mditional Insim m o g r a p h i ~  campaigns. 
Convening static measwemenu ofalgd biomus lo mla  of primnry pmdunion has been 
the whjret of much rrsearch since the early 50's. With the advent of latdlitederived 
utimatesofalgal pigmentconccnhations, thcmadellingof phmWy pmduction overlarge 
a l e s  h a  bsame quite feasible. 
Algorithm dwdopmat and d & o n  ha, been an integral p~l of mcdeliing 
primary production fmm the saeliilederived biomass estimala. Howew, due m the 
site-rpeeificity induced by vatid and mpd variations in t h e p h o 1 0 E h e m i ~ e s  
olphytoplankton pho(0synthwi1 in the s1 is masidered tm complicated m describe with 
one general formulation. This has necessitated Ihe adapCatm of gncn l  production 
models to the speeiflc conditions h d  in different of fhe world acan Word and 
Andd, 1991). 
The ship-to-satdlilecalibralion presented here willbe highly useful forwtimnling 
chlomphyll from future safelliks, such a, the SeaWiFS, on the Grand W. Band 2 
(443 nm), band 4 (510 nm). hand 5 (555 nm). and band 6 (670 nm) of SeaWiFS, the 
m s e d  oeean mlor sensor, an compatible to the channels 1,2, 3, md 4 of the CZCS. 
Therefore, in principle, the hlubto-gmn ratios oblaiained fmm the SeaWiFS sensor 
estimating pigment MncenUalion should be similar lo or buter Ulan CZCS pigment 
relrieval algorithms. 
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7.3 A p h n v  w d u d b o  d l  for (he G n o d  Bmb 
'rite Grand h k s  of Newfoundland is a mld, mid-latitude region that is plagued 
by cloud and fog, and with luge sol= mith angla which further -p!i~ale mtellile 
data pmeessing. ConlequenUy, very liltle atlention hu been domtFd m satellite m f c  
aensing thne. One aim of my investigations on the G m d  Mb WPI lo develop P semi- 
~ p i " C d  model m m i s t  pmduction thmugh a rcriw of  inerrelated WI. 
Relationship b e l m  srWlitedctstableehlomphyll, lalnl ehlnophyll, and mean 
euphotic mne chlamphyll were inilially nudied on the Grand Bpnh u, predict integral 
pmduction. Mean euphMic m e  chlomphyll was a linar funclion of safcllitc d W l e  
chlomphyll, with over 80% of lhc variance explained. Lag ineegral chlomphyll, whm 
regressed against log saDllite detectable chlomphyll, showed an excsllmt l inar  tit with 
a mrrelation meffidenl (?) of 0.88 (Figure 2: Equation 2.9). 
The water wlumn light d l i d o n  index, $, urn found lo vary reaaanally over 
the G m d  h k s  (Figure 5). m e  indications an that $ mnol  be lrralrd as a m n m t  
in estimating pmduction from chlorophyll o in wld m s  as h u  k e n  Ihc prsetice. An 
analysis of covariance (Chapter 2, Table 1; P t w d  u 01.. 1992) indicald thal empirical 
relationship based on integral chinophyll may not give reliable predictions because Ihc 
relation betwem IP and IC depends s m g l y  on date and lwation. A mlimpir ical  
model, which is in pl physiolagidly based (Equalions 2.11-2.15), utilirw invcgni 
chlorophyll, phohxynthdcally available radiation and light absorption by chlorophyll m 
predict integral pmduetion. Obsmd vr pmdiNd pmduction s W  M uscllent 
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gmdnesr d fit, and m m k m t n  the m d  (Figure@. The model paramtera d d  be
funher tuned to assimilate remotely msd pigment9 m p n d i a  pmductim we1 I d  
spplial d e r  (- l W  km. Pmad el of., 1992). 
7.4 I h e  annual plrture fmm shlp and satellite 
A sequence of svrfre pigmat image8 of the 1980 phytoplanldin spring blmm 
on the G m d  Bank of Nnvfoundland wu derived from the Nimbus-7 CZCS. Z7ls data 
r t  MJ augmolkd with in 8llu shiphard ob-~tions of physical and biological data to 
eramine spatial and temporal variability of the surfs pigment fields. S h i p a r d l i t e  
data cornparims performed along a rransect st 47% (Figures 1 k 7 )  and a 
regression model hiu b m  p-led for wtimaling satellite chlnophyll (PqwIon 3.6). 
The satellite imagery suggests considerable temporal and qatial variability in 
svrface chlomphyll mnanuations acmss the pied of invwtigalion (Figures 8, 11 & 
IS). m t m s  in neu-surfsec pigmolt crmmwrim are assoeiakd with the evolution of 
the spring blmm. Pint indieations of the blmm wm inshore, but tk blmm was 
ultimately stronger offshne. Dialoms wae the dominant species in the spring; 
dinaflagellslw domionled M early fall blwm (Figure IS). As the searm pmgmsed, 
water column rwrifiEalion and stability (asroeiated with the sa surface temperature) 
i n c d  (Figure 14). Them w also a fairly abrupt in- in the pcduction-te 
biomass ratio (Figute I?, m a p s  aUdbutable lo a change in phymplm!Uc~ specie8 
comporition. 
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7.5 A senismplr iul  mDJel bsad on slrwdary r a h b b  
Mart primary prcduction models developed far satellite d s u  have relied on 
h w l c d g e  of pigment caecnUation, light absqt ian,  and ineident light in the wbler 
mlumn. All threeof t h e  variables areclovly relatd, and fceuson the l i ~ h t  havcJlig 
eapadty of phytoplanklon. Howeva, s a s c d  variability in thene variables hu rrrul(ed 
in eonsiderable scatter in predictions of annul primary prcduetim, leading m s starch 
far other inpuls which might be used. Secondvy variablu nuoh ar rez surface 
temperature, for example, aceaunt for much of thewiability in the predicted pmdwtion 
when used in m e  models @ch el ol., 1989~). 
The challenge lies in utilizing p m m t e r s  a t k  than pigment eoneenlralion Ihd 
an be derived via satellile and that provide new infomlian about primary pmduslion. 
Therefore the use of other remotely-sensed variables to impmue primary pmluclivily 
prediction mnstiluted a new avenue wonh investigating on the G m d  Banks. 
A preliminary arressment of the nlalionrhip bclwscn sea-surface tempernlure, 
water wlumn stability, integral chlomphyll, and remole senring optical depth (llK490) 
was made over the Gnnd Banb with the aim of predicting inlcgral pmluction. Sa- 
svrfaee temperature was highly &Lcd wilh water column stability (Figure 19). 
Further, 96% of the variance in integral chlaophyll was erplaincd by combining thnr  
variables (warn wlvmn slabilily, sen-surface temperature, and IIK490) in a mulliplc 
regnssim (T4wlion 4.3). Tempaal vlriationr i. IIK490 mind& mUl changu in 
integral chlomphyll ad aakllite dc(klable chlomphyll, and heme opliul dcph 
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piaramelers, such as the quantum yidd for photmynthenis, on the Grand &lo in 
wnnstion with pmduction al$orithm develapmmt 
Seasonal estimates of warn wlumn quanhlm yield (43  for c a b n  firation have 
been computed. Mcan valm of 4" s h d  n twof~ld to airfold wriation fmm spring 
thmgh summer. A shin in distribution of normalized quantum yield @wards 
lower values in thc upper 20m suggested frequent light satuntim (Figure 22). The 
atimatsd specific absorption caeflident for phytoplankton (+.Chi") at- varied 
seasonally. Ncl plankton had a lower s p i f i c  absorption in spring than the nmoplankton 
which dominate the port-blmm s e a m  (summer-fall) on the Grand Banks. A gmd 
correlation between surface inoident :adislion and 4d4, allows a reamable prediction 
of water column quantum yield (Figure 241. Seasonal estimates of 4" and a&hl" 
Wble  4 a to g), which esrrntidly parameterize the light-harvating and photosynthdie 
capabilities of phytoplanh,  could be used to refine sztellitc-remote sensing-bared 
pmduction models. 
7.7 Calculating primary production on the Grnnd Banks 
Calculating the primary production on the Grand %nks has involved a series of 
interrelated steps. To convert o x a n  wlor to integral pmduction has muired calibration 
with synoptic shipboard data, the use of wondary variables, and the determination a d  
pmneteriation of facm nflening phytoplankton physiology. 
Chlomphyll detrcted by Nimbus-7 CZCS sdtellite imagery was used lo dculate 
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d e e d  with increase in chlomphyll (Figure 21). Integral chlmophyil along with p, 
the, ntio of chlo to (&lo + p k m ) ,  f (c-astian of photoaynhsis per unit o f d  
chlorophyll), phalosyntheliically available radiation, and quantum yield have been used 
tu mmpute integral production over the Grand Banks (Equations 4.4 & 4.5). Total and 
mean pigment values agre well with the wluu bssed on uophic categories proposed by 
Morel and Berthon (1989). 
The model developed permits predictim of integral chlomphjll using sea-surface 
mperature and cptical data initially, and laterinwqmales acornbination of parameten 
and variables to predict water eolumn production. A gwd &mate of integnl 
chlomphyll allows prediction ofprimary pmduetion with greater degreeof precision than 
hu  bcen podhlc with oURr semi-empirical models. Simultmmr asairnilation of ses 
surface temperature and optical depth inm one modd for predicting integral chlorophyll 
(Equation 4.3) demonstrales the vsefulnar and need for a thermal channel in futvn 
mior rmsors. Thermal data can be m d d d  a kcy to bath the physical and 
biological structure of the water wlumn. 
7.6 Vsdabllity In phpiologlul state 
Then is a need m panmeterire adequately various physiological p m e s w  which 
mntml ule light-harvesting and phomsynUletic capabilities of phytoplankan. Although 
it has been possible m panmemire the physical factors accurately, the physiological 
factors remain elusive (Morel 1991). This has prompted a study of physiological 
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the deplh-integrated pigment content of the euphotic Eone an the Gmd h b .  ntir  
value was use4 along with a mmpvtcd Mluc of ~hlmphyll-Wfic cmss sstion 
(Equations 6.2 & 6.3) and compute4 valvu of quanNm yield in an algorithm to p d i c t  
the annual pmduclion. This s i te~if icadjunmentof  the physiological paramdm was 
neeesw to We seamal variatim into m o u n t  Mean primary pmduction mmputed 
fmm thealgorithm was I94 g C ma yr', which mmpsnd well with theman shipboard 
measured value of I86 g C ma yrl. lnfegral chlomphyli and pmduc6on pmfh  by 
month far the Nmhem and Tali region, differ somewhat, suggesting lhat the Orand 
Banks are hetemgenous reasonally and spatially Figures 26 & 27). 
The results from the Grand Bank suggest that phaoadaptive parameterr are 
impomt and must be Won a m n t o f  in theestimation of primary pmductim. Remote 
cslimalion of phanadaptive pmmems fmm space still mmpins a major challenge, 
especially if the "P. '1." models (welion 6.4) are to be applied to large data Jefs. 
To get some idea of how this study of IheGmd Banb frfs inmaglobal eontext, 
I compared my estimates of primary production using CZCS with dwminatims made 
by otha investigators. Them have been only very few studies of this type, and Table 
6 provider a cornprison of the (ZCSderived primary pmduetion allmates fmm the 
Pacific and f m  0 t h ~  regions of the A h t i c  am. The highest value of primary 
pmduclion from CZCS is repaed by Eeldman (1986). Hiscstimafes wwe madc far one 
of the most pmductive regions in the equatorial Pacific Oeesn, the Pou Upwelling. 
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Tpbk 6. Cornparim of pri- pmdwtion Mimates for d i f f m t  
areas using CZCS dam. 
However, the open ofean pmduetian values he rrpang am mmpaIatively W i n g  very 
low but pmbably typical of the opm aean generally. me Brown e~ 01. (1985) a imam 
of primary production for the Slope W a r n  is mmewM higher ban lhst of Kuring el 
of. (1990), although they used lhe svne CZCS dam fmm the NoRh AUanlic aan. This 
shows haw choice and pmmteri~lion of dgwilhm may nfl& proddon esIimamS. 
me Grand Banks, whioh Mong to lhapmduclivcpanof the westrm wnlh AUmtic, bps 
ralhec lavvaluts, but nn PI low as FeIdmanMs open o m ,  None ofthe pmduclion 
dues qmed in Table 6 wsm cut o f  line, and the Grand Banks valua I have 
& m i n d  fall within the range. 
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Table 7. Cornperison of CZCS derived primary pmduction estimates 
from Gmrges m k ,  Gnnd Banks and S l o p  w m p .  Valuu fm Geage. 
m k  and S l o p  wter  from Kuring a al. 1990. 
Only oneother s tdy provides manthly wtimaw of pmduction h m  CZCS, lhat 
of Kuring er nl. (1m. This makes lor an interesting m m & m  in that Kuring u al. 
(1990) cover thc M o d  of the spring blmm on awther imponant fishing bank in lhe 
western North Atlantic, Ckorgu Bank. Table 7 pmvided a m d m  of the mean 
integral pmdudm ostimala fmm G m r g ~  Bank, Grand Banks, and lhe S l o p  w a n  
during April, May, June and July. The values of production h m  Gmrges Bank m 
somewhat higher lhan thow for the G m d  Banks. It also seem that a@ in the spring 
blmm is more fullydevdoped on the Grand Banks, and lhis a c u r s  during May. me 
pmduction valueon G e n g u  Bank are nther uniform fmm April thmugh July, wilhovt 
a distinct peak in pmduction during the spring b l m  although lhere is a slight peak in 
June. The S l o p  waters show an inlamediate siUIPtion w i v  
pmnouneed as an b Grand Banks. 
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Appendix Table A. Raw CZCS satellile data from NASA examined during the wune 
of this -h on remote ~ ~ i n g  o  the Gmd Banks CZCS 
imager not fully pmecssed for pigment had clwd ewcr >50%. 
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I43 Appendix Table B 
Appmdix Tabk 8. Daily w l u s  during 1980 for incident dialion and PAR*. TIR 
values are fmm AES (Can&) and PAR' d u e s  &labed fmm 
quation 2.6. 
OBS - obrrrvatiw Y; Y = year; M = month; D - day; 
TIR = Told incident radialion (Ein ma day'); 
PAR' = phohalwynthdically available radiation (Ein nr' day') 
OBS Y M D TIR PAR ' 
Appl 
T I R  
ldir Table B 
PAR' 
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OW8 Y M D TIR PAR' 
Appendix Table B 
TIR PAR ' 
Appendix Tnble B 
TIR PAR' 
OBS 
A w l  
TIR 
uJir Table B 
Pa'; 1 

A m  
TIR 
ldir Table B 
PAR' 
A p p d i  Tabk C. Values for log,. integd chlorophyll and log,, suellite detsablc 
chlomphyll. 
OBS - &-tion X: CR = mise; ST = sfation; 
LNCHL = log. integral chlomphyll: 
LNSDC = lag. satellite a b l e  chlomphyll; 
OBS CR ST LNCHL LNSDC 

Appndir Table D. Values for pmduclion measured on shipbmd and pmduclion for 
the same swim daermined f m  Eqn. 2.15. 
OBS = &sewation I; CR = mire; ST = station; 
P = calculated production: Pmd = obrervsd pmduetion 
OBS CR ST P PROD 
154 Aplrndix Table D 
088 CR ST P PROD 
155 Appndix Table E 
Appndh Table E Valm for &liD &ts!ablsbls chlaophyll Md for diffuse 
atmtuation at 490 nm (calculated fmm equation 2.7). 
OBS E abrervalian I; CR = cruiu; ST - sfation; 
SDC = satellite detecfable chlomphyll; 
ATTEN = Diffuse atmuation coefficiat a 490 om. 
OBS CR ST SOC ATTEN 
156 Append* Table E 
OBS CR SP SDC APTEN 
157 Appndix Table F 
Appnd'ix Table F. Values for up surface tempemlure mesrurrd on shipbaprd and 
v d d  slability (calccliual holm quaiion 4. I) for Ule same Jtsfion 
demmined from CTD profiles. 
OBS = abwrvalion X; CR = m i r ;  ST = station; 
TEMP = m surface tcmprahire; VS = venical stability 
158 Appendix Table P 
Appadir Table F 
OBS 
78 
79 
TWP 
11.6 
11.0 
11.0 
10.9 

161 Appendix 'Table I' 
OBS CR ST TEMP VS 
162 Appndir Table 0 
Appendix Table G. Valuer for nomil l id  quantum yield (deulalsd from qwtEon 
5.3) and m-red incidal ndiation, 
OBS = obsemtion #; CR = cruise; ST = *lion: 
NMQE = nmmalired qumlum yield, &Jk, LNMQE - lag,. (&&-): 
TIR = incident radiation. I.: LNmR = 1%. 03 
OBS CR ST NMQE LNHQE TIR W T I R  
163 Appendix Table G 
CR ST man LNMOE TIR LNTIR 



